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Officers begin '93-'94 terms
Elizabeth McDonald
News Editor

Tuesday's adverse weather
conditions did not stop the Student
Union from continuing business
with the 1993 Inaugural Dinner,
which concluded with the swearing in of the new executive officcrs.
First, each outgoing officer
gave a farewell and thank you
speech. They all went out of their
way to include an extra thank you
for James Lavin, vice president
for student affairs, who has recently announced he will be resigning from the position next year.
Former Chief Justice Brian
Gagnon said, "I have never heard
an unkind word spoken about Dr.
Lavin, because I don't think one
exists."
Fonner Student Union Pres•dent Kevin Biacsi described the

dinner as "a bittersweet ending."
Each officer expressed their
sadness at seeing their agenda
come to a close, but were happy
overall with how the year went
Treasurer Monica Coreman
said she was content because the
year ended in a positive financial
situation, with a budget of nearly
$20,000 remaining.
"My biggest goal has been
reached because of that," Coreman
said.
Fonner V1ce President Luke
Adams offered some advice for
the incoming executive officers.
"Trust the people you work with,"
Adams satd. "Give them the benefit of the doubt, because they
deserve it."
Secretary Diana Harunan focused on the importance for the
officers to work as a team. "None
of the hopes or des1res of this past

year could have been undertaken
by any one individual."
Each officer also thanked Lisa
Heckman, director of student affairs, citing her many hours of
dedication and devotion to their
activities.
After the officers' speeches,
Phil Kangas, the new student union
president was presented with the
Person of the Ycar Award.
"Although I accept this award
with gratitude and humility, Ireally should not be the one who is
rece1ving this tonight," Kangas
said, and he then attributed the
award to everyone who had helped
him in various projectS throughout the year.
Last year, fonner SU President
Joe Cimpennan created separate
awards for Internal and External
Organizations. Any SU chartered
See AWARDS , page 4

NOCSA works toward
establishing their organization

JUSllCE panel discusses
Jesuit nature of JCU
Meghon Gourley
Features Edit()(

On Ash Wednesday evening,
John Carroll students were infanned that their collegeeducation
is not just for individual gratification but for service to others.
InaJUSTICE-sponsoredpanel
discussion Wednesday, Fr.
Michael Lavelle, JCU president,
Dean Joe Farrell, Dr. Andrew
Welki, and sophomore Pat Klus
shared their perceptions of what
JCU means as a Jesuit school.
JUSTICE, an acronym for Jesuit University and College Students Concerned with Empowerment was started two years ago at
Carroll and is an association of the
other 28 Jesuit-affiliated colleges
in the U.S. They work to promote
and explore lgnatian values.
"The reason for the Jesuit education is to prepare studentS in
intellectual rigor with the ability
to have freedom of psychological
and moral choice to change society," said Lavelle. It is this reason
that Lavelle cites for the Jesuit
involvement in education.
While he addressed the freedom of psychological and moral
freedom, he also stressed the importance of the university being
placed in a Catholic society. 'We
have a responsibility to the
Catholic society at large," said
Lavelle. "We don't exist apart
from the church."

" It's (the Jesuit nature) what
we are, how we are, and the way
we treat each other," said Farrell.
In his remarks, Farrell narrowed the distinction between
private and public universities as
one in which freedom and accountability assume different
fonns on a Jesuit campus.
Specifically ,Farrell reafflillled
his previously quoted position that
students "forfeit certain rights"
when they come to Carroll.
"It's a trade-off. Though students give up certain rightS when
they attend Carroll, they gain rights
that they would otherwise not have
at state universities. And that's
why I'd rather be here."
Welki's comments centered
around being a good role model.
"I try to make a difference in
people's lives; hopefully, through
how they see me live my own
life," said Welki, professor of
Economics and Finance. "I don't
want to be remembered as someone who didn't do his job."
Sophomore Pat Klus defined
Ignatian values through the work
of the Student Union, Students
Issues Committee, and Carroll's
overall academic reputation
among other things.
"Weareachanging society and
obviously have different opinions
among us. All we need is a common ground to settle on," said
Klus.

Suzannoh Montz
News Writer

five of the 17 schools, although 12
of the 17 have agreed to conditional membership of the coalition. This type of membership
means that the school supports
NOCSA but pays no fees and has
no fonnal commitment to it.
DeLaney said NOCSA's first
project, discussed at the meeting,
is a petition drive to stop education cuts at the Budget Hearings of
the Ohio State Legislature. 'We
are the college students and we are
the futureofOhio," said DeLaney.
"We must let them know how the
college students of Northeastern
Ohio feel."
DeLaney added that having the
seventeen schools of the coalition

The fonnation of their constitution and theorganizauon of their
fJist project were top1cs of discussion at the Northeastern Ohio
College Student Association's
(NOCSA) third meeting last Sat.
at Lakeland Community College.
According to Mark Daniel
DeLaney, originator of NOCSA,
a few weeks before the
organization's next meeting,
committeeofrepresentatives f 10
each college will gatherand sketch
out a constitution. This sketch
will then be sent to each school
three weeks before the next
meeting so that revisions can be
made by each school. When all
the schools accept a common constitution, their membership will
become pennanent and NOCSA Joseph M. Gugy
will be an official organization.
Copy Editor
Once things are official,
It is the string of similarities
DeLaney said each school will and coincidences between theJohn
choose their representatives, and F. Kennedy assassination,
then more of each school's stunews feature
dent body may become involved.
"Student activity poses a small
problem because so far the orga- Watergate, Vietnam, the Irannization has been closed off to the Contra scandal and even the Cold
[Student Union) presidents," War that has Bob Harris concerned
DeLaney said. "Once we do about America.
something successful, the students
"Themenaceiswithin. Weare
will come to us."
ruled by the Big Lie, and the
According to DeLaney, pres- Kennedy assassination is only the
. ently, the meetings are attended most obvious of those lies," said
only by the Student Union presi- Harris in a presentation entitled
dentS from each of the invited "Who Shot JFK?" in the Jardine
schools. Because of elections Room on Sunday, February 21.
occurring on many area campuses,
Harris said the government's
attendance at Lakeland was only cover-up of the 1FK assassination

send in their petition together
should have a much greater impact than if each school simply
wrote on its own. Enabling the
schools of Northeastern Ohio to
work together 111 such a way is one
of the main reasons DeLaney
founded the coalition.
DeLaney also wantS to stress
thatNOCSA is nota branch of the
SU, although he is pleased by itS
support. ,He prefers to call NOCSA
a resourCe for infonnation for the
student body. "It is very exciting
that we are in a midst of change on
campuses of Northeast Ohio. We
are looking at a new generation of
college student decision making,"
DeLaney said.

Comic explains JFK theory
is only the first in a long line of
cover-ups. "There was no grand
conspiracy, but a collection of
small ones, each of which served
its own interests."
Harris identified those who
greatly profited from Kennedy's
death, such as the mafia and the
politicians whose campaigns were
fmanced by mafia money.
Harris said that he is using the
JFK assassination as his "Trojan
Horse" in teaching Americans to
think critically about the recent
government's motives for coverups. He also urged the audience
not to simply believe what he told
them. "Do your own work," said
Harris, a Cleveland native and a
frequent lecturer. "Think for
See CONSPIRACY, page 4
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The gap in a well-rounded education
Art. At John
Carroll Un1versny.
thi s seems to be
treated like a four
letter word.
As reponed 10 the
Feb. 4, 1993 edition
of The Carroll News,
the Mi ll ie Verne
collection. one of the
largest privately
owned
collections of
PJ Hruschak
Japanese an in the
country wh1ch has
been housed in the Grasselli Library Gallery
for over five years, is moving to Little Italy.
It is a shame that this collection cannot
stay on campus. It IS a shame that the ten to
twenty thousand pe.ople that the Verne collection and the gallery have brought toJCU
to view the exhibits will not be returning
next year. 1t is a shame that the hbrary
gallery may be turned into storage space.
It is a shame that Carroll docs o;o liule to
editorial
promote fine arts.
Last year. a petition for a studto an
course on campus was denied by the Arts
and Sciences department for monetary reaLegislation is an effective tool in implementing new procedures and sons. Over 300 tuition -paying students
policies and in influencing administrative bodies.
signed the petition. stating that they would
Every week at the Student Union meeting, new recommendations, bills, take such a course if offered.
Student requests cannot be overlooked.
and/or amendments to the Constitution are proposed and voted upon. The
As
proclaimed in the Carroll mission statemajority of them pass.
ment,
Carroll supposedly offers an educaBut what happens next? Do they get filed away and forgotten about? Or
uon that is "suited to the student •s needs as
are they acted upon?
a person and talentsasamemberofsociety,"
Recommendations that are passed by the Senate and then sent to the listing "innovation," "developing as total
appropriate administrative office understandably get stalled in the next human beings," and learning "skills that
link of the legislative chain.
lead to clear, persuasive expression" as
But the bills and amendments, which often deal with the internal being of major imponance. By not offering
structure and procedures of the Student Union, are the responsibility of the any course that students request, the uniSU officers to enforce. While most of the bills are incorporated into the versity is in direct opposition to these things
existing structure, some bills and policies appear to get lost in the shuffle. they claim to stand for.
The aJtemative soluuon offered by the
At the last meeting of the executive officers, held on Feb. 16, there was administration
is to take courses at the
much confusion surrounding the procedure for voting for Person and Cleveland Institute of Art. This is difficult
Organizations of the year. The officers weren't aware of a bill passed the for students without cars, especially since
previous year which allowed all represented organizations to vote upon the the school will not provide transponation .
Again, student's needs are not being met.
recipients of the awards.
The Jesuit education - what Carroll
Confusion in the Union prevailed. Who should be allowed to vote? For
which awards should they be allowed to vote for? How many votes should claims to offer its students - is supposed to
consist of a curriculum that broadens the
people representing more than one organization have?
experiences of the individual, in order to
When the voting finally occurred, it was in a very haphazard manner. elicit intellectual and creative expression.
With the new executive term beginning, it is imperative for the incom- By not properly promoting fine arts, Carroll
ing officers to review and to implement the various bills and amendments is neglecting the enrichmem of various
facets of creative expression.
that have been passed in the previous year.
The Art History department, which has
Legislation that is voted upon and approved must not end as it began: a
group of words on a sheet of printed paper. The legislation must continue a respectable program, cannot offer its students a fully enriched educational experion its journey toward action. It must be enforced.
ence. English students are encouraged to
write in order to apply what they have
learned to better understand literary theories. Biology students dissect various organisms. Physics students perfonning variNominations for the Beaudry Award, an a ward deemed "the chief award ous physics experiments. Art History stuthat Carroll gives to a student" are opening this Friday-- at the Senior dents should have the functional applica-

Are They Relics Already?

Legislation needs enforcement

Alcohol: An incentive _..qr
recognizing dedication to st _vice?

Happy Hour.
The Senior Class officers have planned that those who nominate a senior
for the award get into Happy Hour for free.
What does a service award, given to a student in recognition of his or her
outstanding service in leadership, academic achievement, and service to
Carroll or the civic community, have in common with a Happy Hour?
It is sad that the promotion of alcohol is being used as an incentive to
nominate someone for their dedication to service.
It is also sad that this incentive might work. Is this a reflection on the
students? That we need to be bribed in order to take the few minutes
required to think of, recognize and nominate someone for their service and
leadership abilities? Or does it represent an unspoken, and misguided,
expectation that few people deserve this award?
Whatever the reason, this "kick-off' attempt is undignified. People
should be nominated for this award because they deserve it, not because
they were a free ticket for alcohol consumption.

Women Blue Streaks deserve congratulations
As the nationaU y recognized BlueStreak
women's basketball team travels to Columbus tonight to play the Capital Crusaders in
one of the OAC townament's semi-fmal
matches, we would like to congratulate the

women on yet another successful year.
The Streaks go into tonight's contest
with a school record 20-5 mark and they
are ranked 5th in the Atlantic NCAA lll
Division.

tion of art theones. A theory is abstract.
Hands-on expenence IS concrete. Wouldn ' t
creating works of art bnng those students to
a greater understanding of the theories of
art, of creative expression through various
media? Apparently Carroll believes not.
since if these were true the University would
do better to promote arts on campus.
The University Concen Choir and the
bandsareexamplesof University promotcd
fine arts. However. these are offered as
extra-curricular activities. or as single credit
clect1ves, of which you can only take three
credits 10 four years. Studio arts. whtch can
be seen on t-shirts, booklets, and various
publications such as Fhe Carroll News. the
Carrilon, the An Club generated comic
book. and the Carroll Quarterly(wh1ch went
void of an Jac;t issue) are student generated
proJects. Dance pcrfom1ances. such as
presented by Black United Studems Asso·
ciation this past week, and the An Club last
year, arc a rare Carroll experience. My, the
institutional promouon is toppling me over.
Help, help. I'm drown10g in University
promoted art.
The Univers1ty should try to bring another collection to the gallery . or to hire a
gallery curator to organize and bring in
exhibits instead of changing the gallery into
storage or additional book shelves. Without
the gallery, there 1s no place to properly
display student generated art.
The University should also consider
building a better. more accessible gallery in
the new communications building, as well
as an an room for future art courses. Why
not display more art on campus, instead of
in administrator offices or in storage in the
Art History department? There are many
places on campus where more sculptures
can be presented, paintings hung, murals
painted, and artistic expression displayed.
Why not offer more off-cam pus originated
theater performances at Carroll? Or beuer
yet. on -cam pus originated exhibits and performances (beyond the one or two theater
productions a semester)?
So, you may ask, what are the benefits of
promoting art at Carroll? Bringing exhibits
and performances to campus wouJd expose
students to diverse cultures and modes of
expression. Students may discover a new
interest. and, heaven forbid, a new career.
Is part of a liberal arts education to expose
people to as much as possible so they may
not only be well-rounded, but discover and
develop their talents, or is that just my
impression?
I guess it just bothers me that the school
that I have spent four years of my life at, so
much money, and that promised mea good,
wei ~cd cducation,leftsomething out.
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letters to the editor
SIC encourages partic ipation in
controversial Union debate
To the Editor,
This Tuesday a bill in support ofgays in the military will
come before the Student Union Senate. The issue carries a
certain degree ofcontroversy. So we encourage the input of
all students.
Since the Student Union Senate will be voting on this
issue, contact your senator if you adamantly oppose or
support this position. There will also be time allotted for
students to voice their opinions.
The meeting will beheld Tuesday, March2,at5: 15p.m.
in theJardineRoom. We encourage every interested member
of the John Carroll community to attend.
Erin Shaughnessy
Class of 1995
The Student Issues Committee

NEA not to blame for problems
To the Editor:
I do not understand the point that Dennis Kasper was
trying to make in his Forum essay, "NEA and Bill Clinton ... "
(The CN, Feb. 18, 1993). To blame the National Education
Association for the problems in the nation's public schools
is ludicrous.
I would not be enjoying my emeritus rank with a
comfortable retirement income had it not been for my
twenty-five year membership in the Ohio Education Association and NEA. Nor would I have been paid decent
salaries with excellent benefits during my teaching tenure
at one of Ohio's public colleges without afftliation.
Kasper stated (among other inaccuracies): "NEA rules
prohibit the firing of teachers that are failing to do their
job." This is nonsense. Individual faculties negotiate master contracts with their institutions; theOEA-NEA provides
negotiating help. There is no national NEA master contract
Apparently, Kasper is also upset over teacher tenure
(job security). Tenure usually comes after four or five
probauonary contracts.
If five years is not long enough for an administrator to
fire an incompetent teacher, then that administrator is not
doing his job.
Since Kasper's sources are Paul Harvey and Rush
Limbaugh, his essay becomes a conservative Republican
diatribe as hypocritical as the blame he places on Bill
Clinton and the liberal Democrats for the mess in public
administration.
As for what school Bill Clinton chose for his daughter,
I could care less. It is a non-issue.
Harry F. Lupoid
Adjunct Professor of History

movies, and books concerning the actions which are taken
by the military on behalf of us all. These thmgs are done in
our name. th1s IS not to menuon the fact that almost all of
our social, economic and historical si wations are functions
of our militaristic society.
Yes, a gay man or woman can fight as well as anyone.
And they are called on to do so in times of war. After this
service they are ceremoniously kicked out.
No doubt many gay men would just as soon draw a pink
triangle on their selective service cards and be exempt from
any future situations the United Statcsmaycons1<ier battleworthy.
Serving in the military is not a "special privilege," it is
a civil right, and often a duty.
The military is not a democracy, Wilson is correct in
this. The structure and hierarchy is part of its amazing,
complex, effective existence.
It is, however, a servant of a democratic nation. A
democratic nation which includes a population which is at
least ten percent gay. Forcing this substantial minority to
deny themselves in order to enjoy a civil right, to fulftll a
duty or answer a call causes immeasurable pain to those
persons, their families and friends.
That pain far outweighs the trouble of forcing the
straight men and women of the U.S. military to become
more sensitive and accepting.
I don't know all the answers, and I am not claiming to,
but some of them arc easy to find if you just look at the
clues.
Bridget M. O'Connell
Class of 1994

Jesuit nature of JCU ree xamined

To the Editor,
I am writing in response to Nora Mackin's commentary
in last week's issue. I agree with Mackin's desire for more
of an emphasis on a Jesuit lifestyle in a John Carroll
education. However, I think there is a basic problem in her
approach to what a Jesuit lifestyle is.
Mackin only presents half of the Ignatian message,
which is the part about ideals or Lifestyle. What she leaves
out is even more important, though: namely, the Jesuit
emphasis on Jesus Christ. Jesuit life, like aU Christian life,
is based on a person, not on ideals. That person, Jesus of
Nazareth, is still alive today.
Anybodywhowantstocangettoknowthisextraordinary
person, who also happens to be the one who created each
individual.
The whole Jesuit lifestyle points towards God and says,
"I did this because of Jesus, my friend and counselor."
It offers to others the opportunity to have the same kind
of friendship with this incredible person. That kind of
friendsh ip is what God made us for. It is the only place
Military service is civil right
where we can fmd lasting happiness and really learn how
to live a life of love and justice.
To the Editor:
Peter J. Cooney
I would like to address Cadet Pete Wilson's editorial of
Class of 1993
Feb. 11, 1993. It is most insulting to be considered an
ignoramus simply because I have never served in the
military.
To the Editor,
No one in the American public is allowed to remain
Nora Mackin's commentary in last week's issue is
ignorant of the military.
move in contrast to
We are continuousl bombarded with news re rts surely a commendable and
A . LT. 2248 Lee Rd .
Clev. Hts., Ohio 44118
3 21 - 3755

what had been happening in earlier issues.
Ycs, there are many Carroll students more concerned
about what is gomg on m the world than JUSt whether it is
appropnate or not to distribute free condoms on a Catholic
campus.
The students who are involved in many community
service projects, those who spent a good bit of their
Christmas vacation working with Haitian refugees in
Flonda, and many who want to spend their spring vacation
in Appalachia instead of on a Florida beach arc just a few
examples besides those indicated by Nora.
On the other hand, I am perplexed by her desire for a
more detailed elaboration of the pos1tive 1mplications of
the JesUit tradition and ideals of JCU.
Her pleas for such, as well as the recurring advocacy of
a required course on the Jesuit tradition in the past editorials
of The Carroll News imply first, that the Mission Statement
in the University Bulletin is never looked at, and, secondly,
that the more obvious sources of what the Jesuit tradition
means arc not taken very seriously.
The ideals held out to students in the preaching at the
many campus liturgies and the multifanous activities of
Campus M1mstry communicate nothing?
The unprecedented number of the students who make
theeightdayretreatadaptationoftheSpirituaiEx.ercisesof
St. Ignatius each year have no effect on the campus or its
activities?
Or, more signific:antly, the example of so many great
staff and faculty, most of whom were attracted to JCU to a
great extent because of the tradition of Jesuit education, in
what they do and what they point outm the lecture halls, all
tlus has no effect on the students?
I do not beLieve this.
There indeed be a need for some sort of required course
on the Christian and Jesuit traditions of JCU.
But many conversations with students advocating this
convince me that there is some confus1on, cspcctally in the
minds of graduates of Jesuit high schools.
What may be appropriate in the high school classrooms
is not so in university education.
True, as Michael Buckley, S.J. pointed out m a public
lecturcherclastyear, "advocacy"lsswtableattheuniversity
level (provided alternative views arc senously con ideceO)
and there IS no such thing as a value free pursuit of
knowledge.
Nevertheless, indoctrination, "catechizing" and
"preaching" are inappropriate in umversity lecture halls.
Perhaps what is most needed now at JCU is making a
fuller use of the many resources available on campus both for
information and formation on the Jesuit tradition today of
faith doing justice.
John E. Dister, S.J.
Assistant to the Academic VicePresident to the University Mission
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Conspiracy: Harris agrees with Stone
continued from page 1
yourself and usc your freedom."
Utilizing many films and photographs, Harris refuted the Warren Commission's statement that
Lee Harvey Oswald acted as the
lone assassin and endorsed the
conspiracy theory presented in
Oliver Stone's filmJFK. "I found
Stone's movie to be 90 percent
accurate," said Harris.
Harris also highlighted exchanges and pay-offs between
F.B.l Director J. Edgar Hoover,
Lyndon B. Johnson, the Dallas
police, the CIA, and many business
tycoons in Texas, including former
President George Bush. "The
ramifications of these exchanges
•

Junior Swim Team captain Joe Turl practices the 1 00-yardl can still be fe!t today;, 30 years
breast stroke for the OAC tournament. See page 16.
after Kenn~y s death:
Accordmg to Hams, govcmmentdocumcntsprovethatBush
has been involved in these
"friendly
exchanges and payoffs"
in
the
hopes
that
tion
Building
Jen Shaff
.:.:..e
::::..:r~-~
they will attract the auention of since before the assassination.
Newswnter
Harris also distributed copies
John Carroll University offi- administration officials.
cials arc currently overseeing the
"Different departments are in- of FBI document 621090601396,
recycling of glass and aluminum terested in newspaper and office which he identified as a memo
cans on campus, which used to be paper recycling. We hope the from J. Edgar Hoover which imdone by the sllldent organization administration notices and helps plicated Bush as the man who
S.A.F.E. (Student Advocates for out," said Sean Conners, a mem- received a briefing from the Cubans about the assassination.
the Environment). The officials ber of SAFE.
are also working on a plan to inConnors said members of "Bush once advocated the usc of
stitute newspaper recycling.
SAFE think that John Carroll is nuclear war heads in Viemam. He
According to John Reali, vice behind the times when it comes to supponed the war because the
president for services, a newspa- recycling, but they hope that will Texas millionaires who funded his
per and office paper recycling change in the future so they can campaign were making money off
project will take time to imple- concentrate on other activities that of it," said Harris. "Now there's
Iran-Contra. He's truly an evil
ment Special contamers and interest the group.
Connors added that now that man."
storage facilities must be used so
the paper stays dry until ptck up. recycling is not taking up as much
Not even President Clinton has
"We arc now picking up paper in of their time, SAFE has been able escaped Harris's scrutiny. "Why
the science building and eventu- to do some other thtngs this SC· didn't Clinton make Bush's Iranally we do pick ups m the dorms," mcstcr. Members traveled to Co- Contra involvement a campaign
said Real1.
lwnbus the weekend of February 1ssue?" asked Harris. "Because
Rcah said in order to recycle 13·14, 1993 to take part in the many airports in Arkansas were
paper in the dormitories, fire-proof Student Environmental Action used for the trading, and Clinton
bins must be used and a large CoahLJon Conference. "We met was aware of it."
quantity of paper must be col- students from Northeast Ohio and
Harris added he believes the
lected before a pick up can be we are going to work together on airports were used as a staging
made.
acuvities in the future," said area.
SAFE have started p1cldng up Conners.
For the past four years, Harris,
office paper tn the Admin1straLJon
SAFE plans to work with other a stand-up comic, has dedicated
Building and transporung it to a umvers1ties in the area to increase his hfe to researching the Kennedy
recycling center themselves. thetr strength and plan activ1ues assassination and has had nwnerSAFE IS experimenting w1th pa- like rallies, pollution cleanups ous contaCts with witnesses, reper recycling in the Administra- and guest speakers.
searchers, and even several pos-

I
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SAFE pushes recyc IIng

sible participants.
Harris became mterested m the
assassinatJon when researching a
comedy rouune on conspiracy
theories. AppaUed by the discrepancies in the evidence, he
moved to Washington to study
much of the evidence flfst-hand.
He now augments his comedy
career with a second one as a
lecturer, researcher, and activist
concerning coven operations and
their effects on civil liberties.
Harris believes that the
American public must become
more criticaL lf they want to survive; the public must recognize
propaganda.
"Find out who owns the media;
General Electric owns NBC. The
media docsn 't exist to deliver information to you; they exist to
deliver you as a demographic to

thclf advertisers. If they get the
story wrong, they stay on the rur.
If they lose theu audtence,they'rc
gone the next day," srud Harris.
Also, Harris IOSISted that the
most imponant step in this fight
for true democracy is the elimination of "soft money" contribuuons to politicians. He believes
that the politicians primarily serve
the interests of their financial
backers. "Unul we do that, we
will never have a true government
of the people, for our elections arc
sold to the highest bidder."
Harris said even though he has
received threats on his life, 'fi'c
continues to search for new leads
in the Kennedy assassination,
Watergate, Iraqgate and the IranContra affair. "If I eventually succeed in my goal, they'll simply
have to kill me,"Harris said.

Awards: Annual SU honors,
recognition of Lavin conclude dinner
continued from page 1
organization iseligiblefortheBest
External Award. All the SU
committees are eligible for the
External Award. These awards
were presented next. Michelle
Riebe accepted for the Special
Events. Rodney Harris accepted
on behalf of Black United Students Association (BUSA).
A Lifetime Achievement
A ward was also presented to
Lavin, as a result of a resolution
past at the Feb. 16 SU meeting.
This resolution thanked Lavm for
"his outstanding dedication, service and support to the student
body of John Carroll Untversity:
"Basically, I should be thank"La.
"d

.

news briefs
Vice Presidential Forum
The second Vice Presidential Forum is scheduled to be
held on March I in the SAC
Conference Room. Th1s is an
unparalleled opponunity to ask
any question of several Universit vice residents.
RESERVE

Lavin was quick to point out
that he hopes to "only be moving
a little down the hall."
The last order of business was
the swearing in of the new executive officers. Kangas now
holds the position ofStudent Union
President. The other new executive officers arc Vice President
Maureen McGuinness, Treasurer
Kathy McCullough, and Chief
Just1ce John Cranley.
In Kangas· bncf speech accepting his office, he recalled Lhc
words of former PrcsidcntJohn F.
Kennedy.
"It is time fora new gencrauon
of leadership. There ts a new
world to be won. I hope we can
win it to ether " Kan as said.
'93·'94 Class Offices open
Students antercsted tn runnmg for theu class offices, mcluding president, vtcc president, treasurer and secretary, as
well as on campus and off
campus senators, must submn
letters of intent to the SU office
b Mar. 5.

OFFICERS' TRAiliNG

CORPS

SUMMER SCHOOL
FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY
TO THE TOP.
Our Managers are professionals at making sure.••
The atmosr.here Is always fun, The food Is always fresh ,
The . .rvlce s always good, The schedule Is always set and
The Training Is designed to let you shine!

~__ilJo/J1M
UtL ~~a
f~ f!o.~,;:!
~rw..,v
......... jllut/!
1

II you are an energetic, enthusiasllc, team player looking for a fun, fast-paced environment, then come join our
OPENING TEAM!

The following positions are available:
• Host/Hostesses
• Bartenders
• Bussers
• Grill Cooks
• Pantry Cooks
• Dishwashers
• Servers
• Fry Cooks
• Broiler/ Saute Cooks
Apply In Person :
9a.m. - 6p.m .
M onday-Saturday

Shoraton Cleveland City Centre
777 St. Clair Ave.
(East N inth & St. Clair)

Restaurant • Bar & Gathering Place

If you didn't sign up for

By the time you have
ROTC as a freshman or
graduated from college,
sophomore, you can still
you '11 have the credencatch up to your classt i a Is o r an Army
mates by attending ~ officer. You '11 also
Army ROTC Camp
have the self-confiChallenge, a paid six?encE! and discipli~e
w eek summer course
1t take:s to succeed m
in leadership traininCJ.
college and beyond.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKF..
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: captain
Brown at 397-4421 or stop by our office on the 2nd
floor of the Recplex, above the bookstore.
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Mid East moving towards peace?
Jeff Walker
Assistant World V1ew Editor

lianccs with either the Ham as or
the PLO. A funher problem occurred when Israel admincd to
mistakenly expelling at least I 5 of
them. The Hamas used this outrage to spark even more Palestinian dissent.
Furthennore, there is dissent
between the nations themselves
as Syria is entering separate talks

There has been a burning
question raised about the Clinton
administration's handling of the
Middle East peace talks. Seven
different rounds of talks have laid
the groundwork for negotiations
between Israel and the rest of the
Middle East.
The potential for peace these
negotiations bring, far outreaches
"The potential for
even the Camp David accords.
peace that the
Now, the question is, will the new
negotiations between
democratic administration be as
successful as the last one in these
Israel and the rest of
maners?
the Middle East bring
The answer to the question is
far outreachs even
uncertain at best.
the Camp David
In the last few years, there have
accords."
been positive and negative signs
about peace. In fact, there has
been a virtual whirlwind of these with Israel as a nation, instead of a
kinds of events, going back and member of the Arab League. Many
forth, giving hope and taking it aredrawingacomparison between
away.
this move and the rejection of
Now, with a new administra- Egypt after the Camp David action coming in, will it continue cords.
However. there are some resothe legacy of peace left behind by
the Carter administration? Here lutions and agreements that offer
are some of the things that may hope for peace. For example, the
help or may hinder this process. "land for peace" formula is the
First ofall, Israel made a major United States approach to Middle
shift in their position concerning East negotiations.
This interpretation of UN resodealings with the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO). They lution 242 is what led to Israel's
have lifted the ban that made talk- offerofthetwostepplanforpeace
ing directly with members a crime. between them and the PalestinThis shows that they recognize ians. The fl!St step calls for a fivethe PLO as a legitimate negotiat- year period of self rule for certain
ing body that may ultimately be a named territories. Based on the
major step towards peace with results of this "trial period"
Palestinians. The drawback to this the second stage would deteris that another radical group, called mine the status of the other
the Harnas, has stepped up resis- terri LOries.
There have also been "multitance to the peace talks and increased Palestinian uprisings due lateral tallcs" that involve almost
35 countries to discuss various
to human rights issues.
These issues lie in the expul- issues of the Middle East. These
sion of 415 Palestinians from Is- issues include arms control, ecorael because of their supposed al- nomic development, refugee

problems, water resources and the
environment. These talks along
with !hose in Washington, arc seen
as an opportunity to enhance relaLions in the Middle East by accounting for "down to earth" issues.
As it can be seen, the CHnton
administration has its work cut
out for it. In fact, it almost dug
itself in deeper as pro-Israeli campaign rhetoric was viewed as discouraging by Arab nations in
comparison to Bush/Baker policies.
Nonetheless, hope remains in
Clinton's choice of Warren
Christopher as Secretary of State.
He is well known for his superb
negotiating and even-handed
manner. Thus, with Christopher
on his cabinet and increased negotiations, President Clinton may
very well be able to uphold the
democratic tradition of success in
the Middle EasL He has a great
opportunity to bring two decades
worth of work to a successful
conclusion.
Dr. Verghese Chirayath of the
sociologydepartment contributed
to this article.

Study Abroad
Informational Meetings
Information about study
abroad opportunities with
other universities is available
at weekly meetings during the
Spring semester.
James Reed. direcuJ: of the
Srudy Abroad Program, holds
Study Abroad Informational
Meetings every Moo. and Tues.
at 3:30 to 4:15p.m. in AD32.
Thelnstituteofln~ernational

Education has several Sl,OCXJ
grants for students studying
over-seas during the 1993-1994
cademic year.

NEWS QUIZ

3.) President Clinton said
that the United States is planning to conduct an emergency
airlift of food and medicine to
areas of eastern _ .
a) Somalia; b) Bosnia;
c) Iraq; d) Russia·
4.) _has killed one prisoner and forced 9,200 other
inmates to be isolated at the
Los Angeles county jail.
a)riots; b) E.coli bacteria;
c)bed bugs; d) meningitis
...,_.., l)o;l)b;3)b;4)d

c-;..lcd by SlleJ>I-.io $1-.

William Tuohy
e1993.Los Angeles Times

LONDON- Britain's two
most senior government officials, spcalcing Sunday about the
case of two 10-year-old boys
charged with !he wanton killing
of a 2-year-old child ncar
Liverpool, promised a new
crackdown on juvenile criminals.

Prime Minister John Major.
ina newspaper interview,called
for a "public crusade" against
lawlessness and argued that
British society must take a less
conciliatory attitude toward offenders.
"I would like the public to
have a crusade against crime
and change their attitude from
being forgiving of crime to being considerate of the victim."
he said. "I feel sLrOngly that society needs to condemn a little
more and understand a linlc
less."

Home Secretary Kenneth
Clarke announced that his office was planning tough measures to lock up persistent juvenile offenders in the face of
mounting public alarm over rising crime.
The kidnapping and subsequent killing of James Bulger,
age 2- who was badly beaten
and thrown on rai !road tracks
-shocked Britain and is causing a national self-examination
of an apparent new degree of
mindless violence in the country. particularly cases involving
juveniles.
Bulger was kidnapped almost
within sight of his mother I()
days ago while she shopped in a
busy market in Liverpool.
Two 10-year-old boys. not
identified because of their ages,
were charged with abducting
and killing the child.
Increasingly, young boys

have been involved in widespread crimes involvmg car
theft, burglary, and violence
against others.
Traditionally 1n modern
Britain, officials have tried to
follow a permissive line in
treating juvenile offenders,
keeping them from being incarcerated as adult criminals. But
the government's attitude is
hardening.
"I do think the courts should
have powers to send really persistent, nasty little juvenile offenders away somewhere where
they will be looked after better
and where they w1U be educated," Clarke said, speaking
on national radio. "There is a
gap in the law because the youth
courts can't sentence - to any
secure fonn of treatment children below the age of 15."
The two boys charged with
the Liverpool murder were said
to be from broken families and
each had a local record ofclashes
with authority.
In recent months there has
been a rash of crimes involving
juveniles under 12 who have
stolen cars and led police vehicles on dangerous chases.
Because of their youth, they
have often been remanded to
the custody of their parents by
local magistrates, but in many
cases parents admit that their
children arc out of control.
Under British law, juvenile
offenders between ages 10 and
14 must be shown in court to
have knowledge that thctr offense was a serious cnmc and not just youthful mischievous behavior. That provision,
according to government
sources, has led to unruly
ch1ldren 's being freed by magistrates to return to the streets
and commit the same offenses
repeatedly.

MAKE

1.) Mark Price set an AllStar Game record by making
_ 3-point shots for the East
team.
a) six; b) four;
c) ten; d) three

2.) Government and rebel
leaders in _ try to resume
peace talks despite outbreaks
of violence and poliucal tension.
a) Honduras; b) Guatemala;
c) Mexico; d) Belize

Officials crack down
on juvertile crime

• Follow your favorite teams on our satellite •

Coors and Coors Light Specials

Kamikazees-$1 .00
All specials available at all times with a
valid Drivers License and College J.D.

2167 Lee Road Cleveland Heights, Ohio

LL\K
"CIRCLE K"

CD SWAP/SALE
BRING IN YOUR USED,
OR
BUY SOME NEW
FEB. 24- 28
DURING LUNCH AND DINNER
IN THE ATRIUM
For more Information call 371-8725

MY

DAY!
WE WILL

ON FEB. 25th
Recreatic,n Complex
President's Dining Room
7:00pm
And maybe, the rest of your
life Campus Concepts, the
nation's fastest growing
college marl<ettng firm, 1s
coming to your campus
Since 1985, we have provided
students with more than the
typtcal summer-job
oppOI'tl.lntty As a sales
associate. you will recetve
great traimng, substantial
performance based
compensabon, and
unmatched busmess
experience Expenence,

which has opened doors for
past associates at plaoes such
as Pepsico, Leo Bumen,
Northwestern and Columbia
Business Schools These
benefits come from aeating
your School's vers1on of the
Unofficial Student Guide which
ts distributed on 63 campuses
to 850,000 students If you
are self-confident. resourceful.
and hungry for sucess come
see how Campus
Concepts can Make
The n..t of Your Ute.
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Syria wants to resume Middle East peace talks
Doyte McManus
C1993.LosAnge1esTimes

--

DAMASCUS, Syria -Israel's
toughest Arab adversary said that
it wants to restart Middle East
peace talks soon and agreed to
cooperate with U.S. effortS to
relaunch the negotiations.
"We want the peace talks to
resume as soon as poss1ble," SyrIan Foreign Minister Farouk
Shareh said after mceung w•th
Secretary of State Warren Christopher.
He said the plightof396alleged
Palestinian militants eJtpelled by
Israel to Lebanon was "a human
l.nlgedy" but that Syria considers
the peace talks "more important"
His statement meant that all
the Arab participants m the talks
- eJtcept the Palestinians- are
now willing to return to the negotiations if some kind of compromise can be struck over the
deponees.

LIICI

How '\bu Uke Pizza At Heme.

Call us for
the best

SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS, AND LOANS

pizza in town!

381-5555
1982 Warrensville
Center Road

Two Small
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2 Toppings

$795
No coupon
necessary.
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UP TO

$4000 PER YEAR GUARANTEED!

OVER $350 MILLION DOLLARS AVAILABLE IN SCHOLARSHIPS, AND GRANTS GO
UNUSED EVERY YEAR BECAUSE STUDENTS SIMPLY DON'T KNOW WHERE TO
APPLY OR THAT THEY ARE ELIGffiLE TO RECEIVE THESE GRANTS AND LOANS.
MOST STUDENTS DON'T REALIZE THAT THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
ALLOWS FOR TREMENDOUS TAX BENEFITS TO MEDIUM AND LARGE
CORPORATIONS WHO ALLOCATE HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS FOR
THE PURPOSE OF HELPING FUTURE AND CURRENT STUDENTS ATTEND
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS AND UNIVERSITIES.
THE AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION HAS THE LARGEST DATABASE OF
AVAILABLE SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS IN THE COUNTRY.

We accept rut
Papa John's
coupons!

IG 2248 LEE, CLEV. HTS

clearly buoyed by their meeting
with Assad, whorn they had considered the only Arab chief of
state who could have posed a serious obstacle to renewed peace
talks.
"The atmosphere was terrific,"
said one.
Assad has sometimes used
meetings with visiting U.S. officials to deliver lengthy complaints
about Western support for Israel,
but in Sunday's sess1on he was
businesslike and cooperative,
they said.
And the Syrians deliberately
avoided making their return to the
peace talks depend directly on the
release of the Palestinian
deponees, the officials said.
Shareh said the deportees were
"a thorn" that must be removed.
But he said the resumption of negotiations was "more important,
because it is bound to change the
face of this region."

8209 PINE ISLAND RD.
TAMARAC, FL. 33321
(800)-362-0018

DOMINO'S.

I ( CD RECORD&)
lzl JAPE EXCHANGE
IQ New & Used recordmgs

ian talks over self-government in
the occupied West Bank and Gaza
Strip, another official said.
The official said Assad was
clearly pleased by Christopher's
offer of a more acu ve U.S. role m
the talks.
In their private meeting, the
Syrian president interrupted
Christopher's eJtplanation of the
new U.S. stance to say, "Thts
is very Important," the official said.
The official satd Christopher
does not know how Israel will
react to the idea. which he
plans to explain to Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin in
Jerusalem Tuesday.
At the outset of the negotiations in 1991, Israel insisted
on direct talks without the
United States in the room, to
make the Arabs' implicit recognition of Israel clearer.
Christopher and his aides were

AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION

NOBODY
KNOWS
•

Christopher, who has been talks, the Bush administration said
touring the Middle East 10 uy to the Untted States could act as a
restart the suspended talks, srud "catalyst" but insisted that H was
he was encouraged by Syria's po- up to the Arabs and Israehs themselves to work out solutions.
sition.
Asked to explain the dJfferAnd, m a potentially important
change from the Bush admimstra· ence between a "catalyst" and a
Lion, the secretary of state said the "full panner," a senior U.S. offi·
Clinton administration IS c.al said: "A full panner offers
wllling to Intervene more ac- ideas."
tively in the negotiations once
"We intend, if anything, to be
they resume.
more active than the United States
The new stance, which Chris- has been in the past," Christopher
topher described as making the told reporters after meeting for
United States "a full parmcr" in almost four hours with Syrian
the talks, means the administration President Hafez Assad. "
On a number of issues, the
will be actively offering Its own
ideas for resolving Arab-Israeli parties are close enough together
disputes, other officials srud.
that they could be assisted by the
That is a role the Arabs have participation of an outsider."
Those issues include both the
often urged the United States to
take, in the belief that only U.S. tentative steps toward peace alpressure can force Israel to make ready taken between Israel and
key concessions over terri tory and Syria, centering on a return to Syria
of the Israeli-occupied Golan
Palestinian rightS.
In earlier rounds of the peace Heights, and the lsraeli-Palestin-

· Compact Discs
·Cassettes
·Vynil • T Shirts
·Accessories

Non ·Sale Item!
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WE WILL LOCATE A SCHOLARSHIP SOURCE FOR YOU WITHIN (3) MONTHS OR
WE WILL REFUND THE $25.00 PROCESSING AND APPLICATION FEE.

THIS OFFER IS UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED.
CALL 1-800-362-0018
PLEASE BEGIN PROCESSING MY SCHOLARSHIP, ENCLOSED IS
MY APPLICATION FEE OF $25.00
________________SCHOOL_____________________________
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ADDRESS------------------------------------------~-------CITY_____________________________________STATE______~ZIP_______
MAIL ORDER TO:
AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
8209 PINE ISLAND RD.
TAMARAC, FL. 33321
1-800-362-0018
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Georgina Gotto
Proftles Writer

photo by Dorelt Dial.

Name: Tracy POLIS
Hometown: Cleveland,
Ohio
Major: Pre-med
C lass: 1996
Hobbies, interests: most
sports (especially ski in g).
working out, volunteering,
music, and dancing
Favorite quote from a
movie: "Surely you can't be
serious." -"Yes, I am serious,
and stop calling me Shirley,"
from Airplane
Three things that would
most likely be found in my
refrigerator: fruit, iced tea,
yogun
In high school I would have
been described as: friendly,
innocent, a procrastinator, and
sometimes fitting the ditzyblond stereotype
Ideal vacation spot:
Disney World
Favorite Book: Oh. The
Places You will Go- Dr. Seuss
Something that I always
notice about people: eyes
If I could be anyone in tbe
world, I would be: myself
Best Moment: every Friday
at 2 p.m. when my classes are
over
Not-so-great Moment: the
time I sleep-walked at camp
and woke up in the middle of
the woods
Most treasured possession:
my photoalbum
My first job: I worked at a
concession stand at a beach
What I miss about home:
my dog
One thing about J.C.U.
that should be changed: the
food service
• infomwicc <Otnpilod by Ouek o·
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JCU Choir diversifies under LanYe

CAMPUS
SPOTLIGHT

PROFILES

The John Carroll University
music department has not been
thesamcsLnceDr.J.LanYccamc
on the scene in 1989. It1s much
more exciting, diverse and daring.
In case you do not know, Dr.
LanYe 1s the director and coordinator of theMusic Perfonnancc
Area of Fine Arts here at JCU.
OuiSide of her many universny
responsibilities she is a successful, well-known concert artist.
Lan y e holds two doctorates
in music. She is a mezzosoprano, who has perfonned all
over the United States, including
Ann Arbor City Schools in
Michigan and the College of
William and Mary in Virginia.
LanYe's special field of interest is "to trace the development of black music and iiS artistic influence worldwide." She
expresses
the
AfricanAmerican's fight for freedom
now and in the past through opera and sacred, classical, and fol.lc
music.
In fact, the choir's signature
piece, a negro-spiritual named
"Hold On", asks for the listener
to look toward the future, toward
a "brighter day."
Throughout the musical
world, Lan Yeis weiJ-established
as a powerful perfonner who
draws star.ding ovations. Here at
JCU she wears many hats as

noisseurs at JCU. She wholeheartedly and pass•onately uses
her taJeniS as a p•an•st, conductor.
researcher and voice instructor.
She does not limit herself to solely
usmg her vocal talents.
Under LanYe's guidance and
dircct1on, the John Carroll Concert Chou has perfonncd m such
places as Philadelphia, Indianapolis and Detroit. In facL, in her
hrst few months at John Carroll,
LanYe brought the ch01r to St.
Matthew's Cathedra 1m Wash•ngton D.C. to sing for the Red Mass
that officiaiJy opened congressiOnal and Supreme Court sespboco by o.nru...
SIOns. Their programs reflect an
,or. J. LanYe, left, fine tunes cho1r member Ken Schmidle
1nsp1red variety of mus1cal selecconductor, researcher, composer, that the studeniS are moved by
tions ranging from the sacred to
arranger and voice instructor.
the African-American and the
jazz. Their next perfonnance will
LanYe describes her work at Jewish music. She also realizes
be at Canisius College in Buffalo,
JCU as vivacious and dramatic.
that they are attracted to it beN. Y.,onSaturday,March6,1993,
"1 made music here a wonder- cause it is somethmg they are not
at4 p.m.
ful challenge, and students have accustomed to heanng or perLan Ye has a mus•cal dream
shown up in numbers, "said fonning.
for the depanment and the univerLanYe.
Since LanYe took over the
sity. Next year, "we are planning
LanYe added that before she job, diversity has been a key
on a music open house, where we
carne, "music atJohn Carroll Uni- element in themusicdepanment.
will open the doors and sing," she
versity was a sideshow. John Car- She is an enthusiastic perfonner,
said. The music professor has just
roll needed an established concert who is out to destroy the myths
begun with her innovative properfonner and someone who was aboutdifferentpeoples.Shesees
grams.
extremely experienced."
both sides and hears both the
Lan Ye loves what she is doing.
According to LanYe, music is positives and the negatives.
To her, the studeniS are not only
interrelated to many other subject
Lan Ye is a missionary of muher musical and academic chalareas. "We talk about music his- sic. Through the concert choir,
lenge, but also her beloved choristory," shy said,"There is a vast voiceclass,pianoclassandother
ters and disciples. She beams with
amount of academic validity in musical instruction, she aims to
pride as she says, "They arc a
musical studies which people are make the finest musc1al conspecial group ofk1ds for me."
not aware of."
...------------------------,
In her tcachmg, Lan Yc notes

Can a master's degree in socin l work
make a difference in your future?

Yo-w
bet;

y~SASS!

You don't need to start at the bottom to get ahead in social work.
The Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences (MSASS) has
been preparing professionals to become effective agents of
change for over 75 years. Professionals are needed in:

including Aging; Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse; Children,
Youth and Families; Health; and Mental Health

N Spotlight on Jen Williams
Name: Jen WiiJiams
Hometown: Cleveland, now
Enfield, CT
Major: Communications
Hobbies:
Jai-alai, ice
hockey. cooking, and poker
Newspaper Position: Forum
co-editor
YearsonCN Staff: one year
too many
"When I grow up I want
to..." own the Yankee Candle
Company in Maine and make
candles all day.
"If I was not working for
the paper I'd be..." graduating
super duper summa cum laude
and valedictorian and living it
up in Tahiti.
"The Carroll News is ..."

~

where I learned how to play poker
and Tetris. Also, I developed a
few journalism skills.
''When people find out I

workforTheCN, theythink..."
that explains her behavior.
"On Tuesday night, deadline night, !...reassure myself
that! will be out of the office by
dawn by repeating to myself
that I have naturally low blood
pressure...to relieve my stress."
''The best part of working
for The CN is..." the annual
picnic
"Read The Carroll News
because..." ithasagreatSunday
coupon insert.
"Ten years from now I
will..." be published, tenured as
acommunicationsprofessor,and
mother .of two or three children.
I will have a dog, a big house,
and a rich husband.

Individualized financial aid packages are available.
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We'd like to meet you and answer your questions.
Please join us at one of the following Open Houses:

· clEVELAND .

·:·

ROad.

MSASS, 11 235 Bellflower
Tuesday, February 16, 5:30p.m.
Saturday, March 6, 10:00 a.m.
Tuesday, March 16, 5:30p.m.
Saturday, April 24, 10:00 a.m.

AKROt·f·'r /

t

Holiday Inn South
1-77 & Arlington Road
Tuesday, March 9, 5:30p.m.

TQLEDO

dw-

Toledo Hilton
3100 Glendale Avenue
Monday, AprU 5, 5:30p.m.

For reservations and more information please call:
2161368-2280 or 1/8001944-2290, ext. 2280

ft
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Sigma Delta Kappa adapts to changing times
Nicole Trombetta
Campus Life Wrlter

Despite a history ofchange, the Brotherhood of Sigma Delta Kappa has remained a
strong organization for 46 years.
What began as a chapter of the Kiwanis
Club in 1947,becamek:nownasr.6Kin 1967
and split from the Kiwanis in 1987. Although no longer affiliated with the Kiwanis,
the fraternity is still known more popular! y,
but incorrectly, as the Circle Ks.
The letters UK were chosen because
they literally mean "the sum of the changes

in" Circle K, and change has been important to the evolution of the fraternity, according to president Charles Lougheed.
"Our motto more than anything is adaptability," he said.
Diversity is also a key word when speakingofUK.
"We are very, very diverse," said treasurer John Kendall. "The only thing that
brings us together at first is the need, or
want, to be part.of something special, which
is UK."
The pledging process is also a unifying

Security officer gives
advice to JCU community

Crime
Prevention
Forum
Sgt. Matthew Goffos
Uriverslty Crime
Preven11on Officer

I would like to introduce myself to the
Carroll Community once again. I am Sergeant Matthew Goffos, Crime Prevention
Officer for the Security Department.
In an effort to increase awareness of the
Carroll Community on Crime Prevention,
and Safety Issues, I will be submitting
monthly articles on how to help you from
becoming a victim of various crimes.
The first issue that I want to address is
one that has been receiving a lot of publicity, the abduction and sexual assaults that
occurred Dec. 20, 1992, and Jan. 22, 1993.
Although neither of these incidents happened at John Carroll, I believe that it
would be wise for individuals to take some
precautionary measures.
The following are tips and information
for you to know or consider.
1. The Belvoir Guard House (by the
Recplex) is manned 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. The phone number is 397-

4600.
2. The Carroll Guard House (by Pizzazz
Restaurant) is manned between 7:30a.m.
and 10p.m. MondaythruFriday. The phone

number is 397-4610.
3. In addition to the full time officers on
duty Monday through Friday, there are
three part-time officers on duty from 6-11
p.m. dedicated to parking lot patrol only.
4. Between the hours of 11 p.m. and 3
a.m. seven days a week, there is a full-time
officer assigned to patrol inside theRecplex.
5. The Security Department offers an
escort service seven days a week, 24 hours
a day, anywhere on campus. To request an
escort, call 397-4600.
Listed below are a few of the guidelines
that we all know and should follow everyday. We sometimes, however, forget them.
Let me re-emphasize them:
1. Always lock your car.
2. Avoid parking nextto large trucks or
vans.
3. When returning to your car, always
check to make sure that there isn't anyone
under, around, or inside your car.
4. Have your keys ready as you approach your car.
5. Always re-lock your car door once
inside.
6. If you are being followed, walk
directly to one of the Guard Houses, or
return to a building and notify Security
immediately.
I would also like to dispell any rumors
of rapes occurring on campus. As of Feb.
16, 1993, there have been no reported
rapes this school year; however, should
anyone have any knowledge or information concerning a sexual assault, I would
encourage you to come forward with any
such information.

experience for the members.
"Our pledging period is not easy and we
take pride in that," Lougheed said. "We
instill in people the fact that you are nothing
without good friends to fall back on."
It is this friendship and the idea of reliance on others that members hold on to long
after pledging is through, he said.
"The biggest thing I learned from our
fraternity is dependence," he said. "Dependency is usually frowned upon in our society
because you should be able to stand on your
own two feet. But I don't think you can be
a true human being if you just think that
way. You need to be able to break down
and have somebody thereifyou need them."
The UKs also take pride in their strong
alumni association. Lougheed said that
many members live with alumni and that
these strong relationships can be helpful in
job searches. A good percentage of their
jobs come from alumni referrals, he said.
Although their relationships with their
brothers are very important to them, they do
not allow this to alienate them from the rest
of the campus.
"By a lot of the non-Greeks we are seen
positively because all our members are so
different," vice presidentPatrick Derrington
said. "I think that's good for us because we

get along with so many people."
The fraternity has a particularly good
relationship with Alpha Kappa Psi because
the members of the two fraternities are so
much alike.
"The AK'¥s are almost like a brother
fraternity lO us because the same type of
people are in ours and theirs," said secretary Jesse Galloway. "We'reall preuy much
laid-back guys."
The fraternity's charter responsibilities
include timing at the home swim meets and
a book sale in the beginning of each semester where students can buy, sell or trade in
their old textbooks for new ones.
The book sale has been taken over
by an outside organization so l:~K
hopes to replace it with a CD sale,
which began yesterday. You can bring
in CDs that you want to be sold, they
will give you a receipt and will try to
sell them. If sold, they will give you
$7.50 of the $9 charged. If not sold,
they will return the CDs to you.
l:~K also hopes to participate actively in Greek Week and the upcoming "Carrollpalooza" concert in spring.
They will sell beer at Opening Day of
the Indians' season and are holding a
50150 raffle soon.

Beaudry Awardl
nominations underway
for May commence1ment
Nicole Trombetta
Campus Life Writer

Nominations are being accepted now through March 5 for the Beaudry
Award in the Dean of Students Office and in Campus Ministry.
The award is given to one outstanding senior each year, in honor of the late
Robert Beaudry, Class of '50. Anyone from the Carroll community can
nominate a graduating senior, but only seniors will participate in the final
voting.
Nominees must excel in leadership, academics, campus and community
service and Christian life.
After all of the nominations have been received, a nomination committee
will select three to five final candidates for consideration. Seniors will then
vote March 25 and 26 to choose the recipient of the award.
The winner will receive a plaque at May commencement and his or her
name will be engraved on tbe Beaudry Award plaque in the Atrium of the
RecPlex. This award is significant because it is a symbol of peer respect and
recognition and is the only award given out at the commencement ceremony.
Editor's n.ote: For more iilformaJion COflladlhe seniu classpresidenl,JohnHogan.

MUG· NIGHT!
every

BURN
VICTIM.

Tuesday & Thursday
Cafe Only 8-Ciose
Mon.+Thes.: 15¢Wings • 75¢ Slices of Pizza
Wednesday: 2 for 1 Pizzas
99¢ Drinks for Ladies 6-9

Earn Extra

Money as a Model

HAIP>IPV HOUR: 4-S IF~rodlay
15o/o o~~ w/ co~ijege ~ID

321-7272 • Fairmount Circle

The Eastside
Music Club

321-4072
Corner of Cedar and So. Taylor-Ciev. Hts.

Hove a modeling career
along with your school work.
If you feel you hove the looks
and ambl11on to be a model
call us. We CJre not a school.
We secure paid osslgnments
for quonned models.

Call Today.
T & T Models of

Beachwood.
Ask for Kris
(216) 831-7250

Living In ...
Dolan Hall
Melissa Ensley
Campus Uta Writer

Dolan Hall is situated right in
the heart of John Carroll's campus, just diagonal from its twin,
Pacelli.
Dolan Hall was named for
Thomas V. Dolan, 1891-1972,
founder and president of the
DobeckmunCompany. He also
served as a JCU trustee 19491972 and as Development
Chairman.
Dolan houses 253 men and
women. Originally an all male
dormitory since its construction
in 1955, Dolan Hall went co-ed at
the beginning of the 1991-1992
school year.
According to K<elly Crowe, an
RA in the basement, Dolan has
character and a feeling of community. He also mentioned the fact
that Dolan going co-ed has toned
the place down a bit

"Dolan Hall has an active hall
council, a great minister, Don
Dunbar, the best resident assistants and coolest residents," according to Resident Hall Director
Tim Markle.
"I enjoy living here," he said.
"I asked to be in Dolan. It has the
most character of any residence
hall on campus. Dolan is totally
unique."
Many residents agree with
Markle.
"I like Dolan a lot." said Anne
Sertich, a freshman resident "It is
a great place to be coming into
college. It's fun, and I got to meet
a lot of sophomores."
Although Sertich generally
likes living in Dolan, she did say
that the stench in the stairwell is
aweful and the slanted ceilings are
inconvenient
'There were bugs in the bathroom
and there's always hair in the sink,"

EVENTS
'
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Campus Ufa Editor

About 200 people braved
the winter weather to attend
the Pan-African Performing
Arts Festival in Kulas Auditorium on Thursday, February
18, 1993.
"We wanted to come up with a
different way to celebrate Black
History month. We wanted to
trace African influence on cultures through song and dance,"
said Martrice Lumpkin, president
of the Black United Students Association.
The BUSA sponsored the
evening in conjunction with the
Swdent Issues Committee, Campus Ministry, Student Activities
Office, Student Union, and the

question of the week:
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Dolan Hall, built in 1955, went co-ed only two years ago.
saidoophomoreAndreaCudnik.
"EveryoneinDolangetsalong.
It's not the hall that makes it great.
butthepeopleinit."saidfreshman
basement dweller Andy Connors.
"There is a definite camaraderie amongst the men, but no
cleanliness," said Hall Council
President Ryan Lex. "It might
smell, but it's our home."
"I'm proud of Dolan," said
freshman Andy Mankey. "I'm a
pan of this building. I defmitely
want to live here next year."

Alumni Asoociation.
Rozelle Elementary School in East
The evening started with open- Cleveland performed next. The
ingremarlcsfromLumpkin. A tape troup is composed of 12 third
made by Archie Beasley which ex- through sixth grade students who
pride themplainedthetheme
selves o n
which that par"We [BUSA] wanted to
academi c
ticularperformer
represented was
·
excellence.
used to introduce
trace A ican in uence on
0 rig i _
each act
cultures through song
nally pan of
"Each group
and dance .. "
a drop-out
was unique and
prevention
promoted a dif-Martrice Lumpkin
program, the
S U PER A
ferent theme of
the show," said Lumpkin.
Dancers were next. performing
The first performance was by Latin American folk dances.
the Ohio Mass Choir. Including
The Mighty Voices of Victory
members from several religious gospel choir is based at Good
denominations, it was founded in Sheperd Baptist Church on Euclid
1990.
Avenue.
TheRozelleDanceTroupfrom
Thefestivalendedwiththelroko
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"Someone is always up, "
Markle said.
Admittedly, Dolan has its share
of problems just like any other
residence hall. However, the
residents genera II y agree that
Dolan is a great place to live the
John Carroll experience.
Resident Assistant. Mary Jude
Detesco said s he was hesitant
coming to Dolan Hall.
"AfterlivinginMwphyfortwo
years, I knew it would be a challenge to be an RAin Dolan."

Festival promotes beauty of culture
Melissa TIIk

)f~

F,Rnc..
IJYAY, 26

fl

Drum and Dance Society. This
society is dedicated to preserving
the African oral tradition of
storytelling through music, song,
and dance.
AccordingtoLumpkin,the performerswerehappytoparticpateas
a community service and cnarged
discounted rates.
The festival turnout inc\udcd
alumni, parents, anda variety of
peoplefromoutsidetheJCUcommunity.
"One of the main ideas behind
the event was to make the c ommunity more aware of the
beauty of the culture,"
Lumpkin said.
As plans stand c urren tl y, the
festival will be an annual
event.
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Fiction Reading , by
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Tom Kaspar
Sophomore

Anna Spangler

Freshman

Junior

to plar,
some S"amantha Fox. ·

"Snowmobiling."

"Snowball fights with

"Sleeping."

A.J. JlefiUU'do

AmleRath

Sophomore

Stepbanie Klley
Junior

Jake Freppel
Sophomore

"Making snow a.I;l~els and
snowmen.'

"Burying professors 1n the
snow."

"Playing NHL Hockey '93."

John Ehrley

Junior
"D~ Cassie

sOphomore
'Watching Gilligan's
Island."

friencfs."

Debbie DeChellis

Inter;~'i-sity Christian
Fellow~~fR$~?0p.m.inSaint
Francis '€~pel.
-. -......_
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Grandma Duck is alive and well with laughs
PJ Hruschak

-

a paper comparing "two
great big books
that [he) hasn't
even seen" in
order to receive
his diploma in
the up and coming graduation
ceremony. But,
Pboto by Milce Jamoo
as with all colEdward Douglas, lege projects,
director of Grandma
friends enter the
Duck is Dead.
scene offering
many distractions and help him procrastinate as much as possible.
The first and best distraction is the loopy
Badge (Jim Driscoll), or more affectionately, "Badger," who can entice Wcxx1y intO
playing" Anan" the mighty JY<U!da or to toss
books around the room tO try and wake
Davidson.
The stOry does not progress much until
Esperanza (Pablo Ramirez), a gcxx1 friend

of Woody and Badger, returns for a brief
visit from a cross-country hiatus.
The student directed (Edward Douglas)
stOry has a slow beginning, without much of
a plot tO be followed until Esperanza enters
the scene. Until then, wearetOenjoythezany
antics of Badger and Woody, later adding
Davidson tO the well mtxed trio of fun.
Ballentine is a convincing Woody, giving his character a sense of maturity that is
t.rying to break through four years of an
mfantile mentality.
Driscoll's Badger is the comedic saving
graceofthestory, beingDuck' soff-the-wall
and unpredictable catalyst of fun. His sarcastic wit pulls Duck up from being plotweak to humor-strong.
Davidson, a character well developed
by Marriner, has the best bed-head in history. His seriousness and straightman silliness amplifies the Ballentine and Driscoll
antics, helping tO complete the trio that
makes this play worthwhile.
Esperanza, as portrayed by Ramirez,
seemed tO be missing the inner conflict that
would have made his character more intriguing tO the audience. Ramirez makes up for
this character flaw in the hypnotism scenes,
in which he twists his character nicely, making us believe that he can be and is hypnotized. It is not until the very end of the play
that we have only a sense ofEsperanza as a
confused and pained individual.
The mystery of the play was Paula
(Wendy MacDonald). Paula is supposed tO

The The's Dusk Disk Is Is
Very Very Good Good
PJ Hruschak
Managing Edtor

lf seven is a lucky number
then bet at Dusk for The The's
latest album released with Epic.
The near-grunge band featuring thedeeptOnesofvocalist
Matt Johnson, begins their seventh album, Du.sk, with a bizarre spoken track with underdubbed laughter that segues into
a great gospel-esque
tune, "True Hawiness
This Way Lies." This is
followed by "Love is
StrongerThan Death," a
western INXS-style bit that approaches romantic with Johnson flaunting his acoustic guitar
talents.
The The truly thrashes with

With irs descending rhythms,
''()penua'' is just smooch.
The upbeat ..Sodiwn Light
Baby,"thelowpointofDusk, will
easilybe forgotten as thatquickec
song that keeps the listenerS intcrest moving through the disk,
thus being a good bidge tO bring
tbelistenersupto"LungShadowi''
Again featuring the comet.
"Shadows" is more ofa subtle
~dream than a song•. with
SOWldsthatfarsurpassthe
lyrics.
My personal Dusk favorite is "Bluer Than
Midnight," a compilation of the
best accompaniment. vocals,
and timing. Lightsome candles,
turn down the lights, and slowdance -.tith a great bugger with
this one.
The tenth and final traCk,
"Lonely Planet," sounds like a
movie-credittunethatmakesyou
glad you paid the full ticket price.
While many groups base
hundredsofsongsononeSOUnd,
The The offers several unique
flavors with each track, making
Dusk a delicious deca-decker
meal of music.

Di"lf'e scant

"DogsofLus~"featuringacrash

harmonicaaccompanimentthat
makes the song rock.
"This is the Night," a rockand-ragtime tune, could easily
bemistakenforapophit.. unless
the following "Slow Emotion
Replay" makes the charts flTSt
The sixth track, "Helpline OperatOr," is the fast ofseveral truly
great tnnnpet moments in Dusk.

Student
Tanning
Special
fft~ULOUS

10
-~

cr nm

• A TANNING 6: NAIL STUOIO

8 sessions for $28.00

Grandma Duck Is Dead features first time thespians (C',..,,..It,..Joc;,o
MacDonald, Mat Marriner, Brian Ballentine, Pablo Ramirez, and
be the voice of reason that explains the
actions of the Ballentine, Driscoll, and
Marriner characters to the audience. Her
character was a concrete voice that could
not fully explain the abstract relationships
in the play, a problem perhaps more tO
blame on theplaywrightand not the actress.
MacDonald's performance, then, could
only be a bland and whinny recitation of
lines, due tO the unnecessity of her character
to the interaction and abstract understanding of the rest of the characters.

Mon. -Fri. 9-Sp.m.

27900 Chagrin at Brainard

591-1050

Driscoll, and Marriner trio. This character
blending and humor, as well as the crafty
and thought provoking hypnotism moments
make Duck an enjoyable success.

The.final three performances ofGrandma
Duck is Dead will be held in the Marinello

Little Theater on Thursdy, Friday and Saturday of this week at8:00 p.m. Tickets are
$3 in advance and $4 at the door.

The Free Press is Worth Every Penny
Joe Parks
Entertainment Writer

Moving away from the lavatOry-stall circulation method, the
pressers of The Free Press mysteriously distributed the longawaited "Volume2lssue 1'' of the
continuing masterwork to groping hands.
What? The FP? In the Entertainment Section? Is this some
editing mistake, or did the April
Fool's issue of The Carroll News
come out early this year?
No, my not necessarily agreeing friends. Everything is as was
predestined in this, the best of all
possible worlds. I welcome you tO
a review of the most recent FP,
currently available at a Xerox
machine near you. Sit back (if
you'd like). Relax (if you can). I
so hope you 'II find the whole
satisfying.
It may be argued that a critique
of the FP ought not to appear on
the Entertainment page, for two
reasons. First, one might say that
a review of the FP degrades the
CN. Such an argument assumes
quite a bit, as far as I'm concerned, and is also not exactly

indicative of a sense of humor.
Second, it may be reasoned
that any review of such an inflammatory piece would necessarily
wither to a pile of rotting "antiFP" badinages. Not so. The FP,
Vol. 2 Issue 1 is a collector's item
- a welcome addition to the
corpus of this particular
pageophile. Such a pieceofhistory
could never truly be considered a
classic without even the humblest
of contemporary criticism.
I don't know who puts the FP
out, but these persons are hip.
They really know what time it is.
They've got some writing style.
And how about those graphics?
I'm impressed. Really.
The pig reference, first of all,
is a winner. I think that pigs are
cute. The childhood memories
that were evoked made me feel
happy.
Next is a quote of Chris Kazor.
Chris is a cool guy. Knowing that
one of my friends was quoted by
the FP truly pleased me.
Though I found the use of the
word "hell" somewhat shocking,
the response of the FP tO Chris
made me jump for joy. Just think:

1
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WE'RE SETTING
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STUDENT

OTHERS WILL FOLLOW...
MUST SHOW STUDENT 1.0. REGULAR PRICE
SERVICES ONLY. CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT WITH
ONE OF OUR SELECT STYLISTS.

CEDAR & GREEN
SOLON
GREAT LAKES MALL

they actually wrote tO one of my
friends. They're so cool. I wish
they'd write to me .
Paragraph three is confusing. I
mean, these guys must be so cool.
I keep talking with cool peOple,
but I guess I just don't know
anyone cool enoug h to write for
theFP.
Paragraph fow·, too, perplexed
me. I attribute this failing tO the
broken higher-capacity machine
in the cardiovascular room. I' m
thinking of joining a private club,
though.
Whoever wrote the top ten I ist,
though not exactly innovative,
knew what he or she was talking
about. It's funny. I laughed.
Also, the hints from Hyperione
are, as always, extremely helpful.
So, what exactly is the verdict
from on high? A scathing political satire? Socks the Cat wasn't
mentioned once . A step tOward
change? Not this time. An impetus tO discussion? I would be a
hypocrite tO say no.
TheFP, Vol. 2Issue I, to sum
up, is a poorly animated Far Side
imitation with a humorous caption.

in the future ...

TH~E~~~COUNT

/(

salon

Sat. 9-5 • Sun 9-1

Duck is a college relevent show that is
best supported by the well casted Ballentine,

The Treks
Should we "Deap
Space Nine" ''The
Next Generation?"
Dolly Part4[)D

A review of her
Playhouse Square
Center performance
The Sundays
Performing at the
Agora Theater

... and Tom Hanks ...
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Shootin' blanks with a Lo~~}f~~P.~~.
I

William Shamer(Star Trek), Derus
Leary (of MTV fame), Corey

Pboco .,.,.._yo( No• Uno Cnnu.

The wacky trio of Samual Jackson, Jon Lovitz, and Emilio
Estevez (left to right) pose in Loaded Weapon I.
I
Chris Green

Enterto lrvn:...::en::..:.t":-,
W.,....ri.,te-r - - - -

Whatdoyougetwhenyouthrow
Lethal Weapon, Silence of the
Lambs, Basic Instinct, and a ton of
cameos? The satiric comedy
Loaded Weapon I, of course.
LWI begins with Whoopi
Goldberg being shot for the film
negative which reveals the entire
process of cocaine smuggling
through the world famous Wilderness Cookies. It turns out that
Goldberg is WesLuger's (Samuel
Jaclcson)partneronthepoliceforce.
The homicide puts Luger on the
trail for any evidence which might
help his investigation. Luger' sonly
hope is a pack of matches which
lead him to his first and only suspect, Becker (Jon Lovitz).
Once the case is under way,
Luger is fued up with his new
pannerJack Colt (Emilio Estevez).
This is where the ftlm begins to
follow the Lethal Weapon fonnat.
When they first meet, they have
their differences much as Mel

Feldmen (Lost Boys). Charlie
Sheen (Hot Shots). and Bruce
Willis (Moonlighting). That was
one of the more interesting aspects of LWI - hunting for the
cameos throughout the entire ftlm.
The one thing which disturbed
me about the satire of the Lethal
Weapon characters in th1s film
was that in the original Lethal
Weapon films, the Gibson and
Glover relationship was comedic
in itself. In LWJ the relationship
itself was lacking that glow.
Two points which prove this
include Jackson and Estevez arguing over who is going to drive, and
the other is the Estevez character in
particular, where he perhaps overmimics the Gibson character.
One thing which the directors
and producers need to keep in mind
is the length of the film. This film
was under ninety minuteS, which is
far to short for any movie. Just
because it is a slapstick comedy
does not mean it has to be all packed
mto an eighty minute film.
National Lampoon's LWI had
its moments, though some scenes
are so idiotic that they make you
laugh just for that reason alone.
One thing which this film will not
be able to do is emulate the Lethal
Weapon series box office success.
NationalLampoon's LWJ is short
on length, andalsoshonon laughs.

Gibson and Danny Glover in the
Lethal Weapon ftlms. Once their
differences are resolved, they begin the great search of the cocaine-laced Wilderness Cookies.
The first thing Luger and Colt
do is go to their ftrSt suspect's
(Lovitz) apartment On their way
up to his apartment, Luger and Colt
run into different siruations on each
floor until they reach his apartment: an FBI drug bust and a shoot
out which included Ponch (Erik
Estrada) and Jon (Larry Wilcox) of
Chips in their California Highway
Patrol uniforms sitting on their famous motorcycles.
Luger and Colt proceed to the
head lady of the Wilderness Cookies Company, Sports Illustrated
Swimsuit model Kathy Ireland.
When they first meet her, she appears as the famous Wilderness
Cookie girl. Later she turnS into the
Looded Weapon I is rated PG-1 3
beautiful Ireland. Of course Colt for language. sexual siluations. and
and Ireland fall for each other, fol- mockviolence.ReleasedbyN~l..ine
lowing the Lethal Weapon pattern. Cinema. RWIIIing time: 84 mim4les.
Some of the more popular Green's Rating: 2 (oUI of4)

Comic Book Turned Cartoon Carries Fox To Top
Daniel Cerone
Cl993.los Angeles Times

In the years since the Fox Broadcasting Co.
fonned an ad hoc network of TV stations in 1986,
Fox's strategy of pursuing young viewers has rarely
proved a threat to the dominance of the Big Three
networks. Until now.
For four of the past six weeks, Fox has staked a
claim as the top-rated network on Saturday mornings for kids 2 to 11 - the age group most sought
after by advertisers during that time period.
The 1iule network that could' received a sudden
boost from the mutantpowerofX-Men, an animated
series that finished as the No. 1 show with children
lastSaturdaymorningafteronlysixweeksontheair,
~

according to A. C. Nielsen Co. figures released Friday. Ironically, the serial X-Men benefited by production delays that pushed the scheduled September
premiere back to January, when the other networks
were cycling through reruns. Fox's surging lineup of
animation, led by X-Men, has contributed to the
viewer erosion on the Big Three networks.
X-Men now ranks No.2 among teens, thanks to
the heavy concentration of teen-age boys who've
flocked to the comic book based show.
"X-Men has put Fox over the hump, that's very
accurate," said Haim Saban, president of Saban
Entertainment, which won the bid to produceX-Men.
Watch X-Men Saturdays at 11 a.m. on Fox 19.
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quiz~~~~~~~~~~

Test Your Pop Music
Knowledge Here
Chuck Be~
ilst
~ei
~
n__ - - - - - - - - - -

ComicStrip Artist

In the wake of last night•s Grammy award show, 1 figured I'd
give us all a chance to check: out our pop music literacy. No
peeking at your monthly Columbia House catalog, now.

1. Garth Brooks Is ...
a) Wayne Campbell's sidekick
b) A rare inland river system
c) The reason Michael Jackson is clamoring for T.V.
time

2. Time/Warner recentl·y parted ways with.•.
a) lce-Tbecause of "Cop Killer"
b) Eric Clapton because of "I Shot the Sheriff"
c) The West Side Story cast because of •Gee, Officer
Crumkie"
3. The last thing Madonna can pervert Is...
a) Knitting
b) Motherhood
c) Hopscotch

4. All of the following have been " Unplugged" except. ..
a) L.L. Cool J.
b) Bon Jovi
c) Fred Schneider of the B-52's

5. Which two are related?
a) Bobby and James Brown
b) Vanessa and Andy Williams
c) Prince and Queen
d) Mar1<y Mar1< and Donnie Wahlberg

6. "Diva" Is ...
a) Annie Lennox's solo album
b) One-funky-fourth of En Vogue
c) That weird keyboard band that did "Whip W

7...Sade" rhymes wltti...
a) "Lady"
b) "Maid"
c) "Our Pay"

8. If 10,000 Maniacs Go West
where should they shop?
a) Dangerous Toys
b) House of Pain
c) The Jesus & Mary Chain

to buy Nine Inch Nalls,

9. Which of the following Is not the name of a real rap
act?
a) Del tha Funkee Homosapien
b) M.C. Brains
C) Too Short
d) Mr. Noisy
10. Red Hot Chill Peppers go best with ..•
a) Meatloaf
b) Pearl Jam
c) Sugar Cubes
d) EMF's patented Schubert Dip
<,p:o~
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We're lookin' for
ENTERTAINMENT
WRITERS
and
TOPICS
If interested, come
to The Carroll
News office and
ask for PJ.
He's nice.
Really.
No, really. ..

0

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Call BIR111RIGHf

lakewood Euclid
228-5998 731-6936

Pama
661-6400

HoUine: 1-800-848-5683
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!:Rpya£ q)ragon
Chinese 1?.g,staurant
COVENTRY AND EUCLID HTS. BLVD.
(next to Arablca and The Centrum)

off with JCU 10
I
200/
/0 Specials
exclud~

Full Bar • Luncheon Specials • Dinner • Carry-Out

Reservations 932-8328
Carry-Out 932-8238
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Children who need a second chance:
And someone who gives it to them
"/had to concentrate to keep my own face neutral and
free from the shock and horror I was feeling. Part of
me couldn't believe that what she was telling me had
actually happened...what is scary is not just that this
story is real, but that it is not unusual."
Tara Schmidtke
Editorial Ecitor

h e thirteen-year-old girl's darlc brown
eyes glossed over with a light fUm of unshed
tears before she started telling me her stOry.
I watched the muscles in her face Lighten
and her mouth curl with dic;taste as she told
me about how her stepfather h2d raped her

commentary
when she was six and how her mother had
then beaten her up for lying. For six years,
this abuse continued, until she summoned
up the courage tO testify against her stepfather.
As she tOld me this stOry, I had tO concentrate tO keep my own face neutral and
free from the shock and horror I was feeling. Part of me couldn't believe that what
she was telling me had actually happened.
But it did. And what is scary is not just
that this story is real, but that it is not
unusual.
Since that day at the picnic table, I have
heard that basic same stOry. in varying
forms, so many Limes. I have seen the same
anger and hatred in so many different
teenage faces. I have seen the same fear,
masked withaggrcssivchostitity. in so many
different eyes. And each Lime, I have tried
to understand the world that these teenagers
are describing.

J

have worked as a student child care
worker at Bellefairc, a residential treatment
center for" emotionally disturbed children,"
for the past 18 months. Run by the Jewish
Children's Bureau, BeUefaire is an insutution designed to "help children develop
their potential towards becoming useful
and responsible adults" while "recognizing
the changing child, family and community
needs."
Approximately 80 teenagers live at
Bellefaire, in one of cightdifferentcottages,
two of which are all-male, two are allfemale, and four arc co-ed.
The reasons the teenagers auend
Bcllefaire vary greatly. Usually they stem

from a combination of different issues,
including domestic violence, alcoholism,
drug abuse, abandonment, adoption, eating
disorders, rape, sexual offenses and physical, sexual and emotional abuse.
But each child is his or her own exception; the issues manifest themselves in different ways, depending upon the individual
child. Consequently. within a particular
cottage, the development of varying treatment plans which incorporate such different issues, motivational levels, ages, intelligence and personalities is no small challenge.
'The Residential Treatment Program is
predicated on a holistic and integrated approach tO the needs, strengths, and limitations of the child," reads the purpose statement of Bellefaire. 'The program considers developmental, relationship and environmental demands."
The sexuality questions which inevitably arise during the teenage years are complicated for many of these adolescents by
the childhood experiences they have encountered. Many of the kids, boys and girls
alike, have been sexually abused, molested
and/or raped. Some of the kids are sexual
offenders themselves. Some arc questioning their own sexuality; all of them have
sexuality concerns and issues.
Amidst the focus on treatment plans,
casework, and dealing with individual issues, it is easy tO forget that these children
are fustand foremost, teenagers, filled with
the same confusion and conflicting emotions that all teenagers cbnfront. Yet the
intensity surrounding these teens, and their
interpersonal relationships, is perhaps an
outgrowth of the chaotic adult world they
were forced tO live in.
Many of them never learned how to
play. Their childhoods were so filled with
the challenges of street-living, or helping
parents' deal drugs, or participating in gang
fights or watching family members beat up
and sexually abuse one another, that the
childhood play many of us so fondly remember is a world they never knew.
Last summer, I tOOk the girls tO a playground. They complained, saying they

JOHN CARROLL
UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF
x-~"'-""~:111

COMMUNICATIONS

GRANDMA
DUCK

didn't want tO go. "Swings and slides are
for kids," they said. "It's gonna be boring."
I tOOk them anyway. And I watched as
they abandoned their pseudo-sophisticated
boredom and competed tO see who could
fly the highest on the swings. I taught them
how to do "skin the cat" and flip over the
bar. We went down the slides and climbed
the ladders and spotted each other on the
rings. We laughed that carefree laughter
which so often is reserved for children. Not
once did we talk about issues or problems
or concerns or consequences of behavior.
We just had fun.
In the van on the way home, one of the
girls said to another "I didn't know being a
kid was so much fun." And as I realized the
extent to which some of these children had
been denied a childhood, I felt like crying.

A few months imo her treatment. no
progress was detected. Then one night. she
carne into the office and started telling me
her new resolutions: not to fight any more,
not to be self-abusive, to follow her diet
plan, to work toward going home.
A few months later, she went home. She
hadn't been involved in one fight since our
conversation. She hadn'tonce tried to hurt
herself.
Hers is a success story.
Many others are not. Angry and hostile
toward a world they barely understand,
many of the children feed into the cycle of
their pasts. We strive to teach them independent living skills, in the hopes of giving
them the "ability tO make decisions that
will enable them tO actualize their poten-

tial."

One thing the teenagers must learn is
that their childhood experiences cannot
become an excuse for who they are now.
We acknowledge the ser-iousness of their
issues, we are actively involved in helping
them confront and work through their issues, but we emphasize that they. and they
alone, are responsible for their actions. We
set up expectations, ranging from meal and
bed time routines,to behavioral boundaries
on off-campus activities, and it is then their
responsibility to fulfill them.
They know the consequences of their
actions and therefore it is thetr choice to
either abtde by or violate the expectations.
One example is smoking privileges. Some
of the kids have them and some do not
(depending upon age a:nd parental consent). The kids who don't have them
know that if caught with a cigarelle,
they will be fined and the cigarelle
taken away. Often, the kids will
become angry when the consequences
are given, but they are quickly reThe 1993 Xavier Summer Sessions Bulletin of Classes &
minded that their actions are a result
Workshops Is now available. Undergraduate &graduate level
of their individual choice. The recourses offered in the areas of Arts &Sciences. Business.
sponsibility is thctrs.
M
any of my friends have asked me,
"Does Bellefaire really help any of the
kids? Does it really work?"
It's a difficult question to answer.
Changes in the children's behavior and
au:itudes do not occur overnight and looking for day-tO-day progress is futile.
Yet. the program can work. One of the
keys to success is that the child must want
to overcome the challenges in their past and
must work their treatment programs. Last
year, a girl entered our cottage who had a
severe eaung disorder. She had been sexually abused, hadn't heard from her father in
years, and was self-abusive. Extremely
nervous and angry, she physically fought
with peers at the slightest provocation.

ATTENTION: CINCINNATI
AREA STUDENTS

Education, Professional Studies & Social Sciences.
Session dates: May 17 -June 24 & July 6 - August 12
Call or write:

Working at Bellcfatre is a unique
experience. Not only has it stripped
IS
away the rose-tinted ideologies I held
about life, but it has forced me tO see
DEAD
the teens as indtvidual people, not as
a mere culmination of experiences.
By Larry Shue
Some of their stories are horrible.
summersessions
Some of their acuons are less than
~,~. 3800 Victory Parkway
commendable.
:~ Cincinnati, OH 45207-3120
But the fact that they arc at
513/745-4381
Bellefaire proves that they have surFebruary
vived and are now being given a
18, 19, 20, _ j Xaviu Univers•ty IS an acackmic commUIIity committed 10 equal opportUIIiJy for
chance.
all ~rsollS regardless of age, su, race. religion, halldicap, or ttOtiottOI origill.
25, 26, 27
Sometimes, that's the only thing
- - - -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .li thattheyneed.

Marinello
L ittle
T h eater
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Bill seeks to coordinate NIH research in AIDS
David Brown
el993. The Washington Post

WASHINGTON- Can better
strategic planning, coordination
and prioritizing bring the AIDS
virus to its knees? It is an appealing notion, and the National
Institutes of Health (NIH)awears
reaty to try as the AIDS epidemic
enters its second decade.
The Senate last week passed a
bill Lhat would strengthen NIH's
Office of AIDS Reseadl and make
itsdirecta, ifnota"czar," thenatleasl
a person with unprecedented in-

flucnce over how the goverment
spends money studying the~
and searching for a cure.
Under the bi U, the office would
prepare an overall budget for
AIDS research and eventually
acquire major influence in the decisions of what ~icntilic questioos
will be l1'lOSl swdied and fundOO.
The office would have no AIDS
researchers of its own. Laboratory
experimentS, epidemiological
surveys and clinical trialswooldstill
be done by Nlli's 21 institutes oc by
NIH-funded~ic researchers.

NIH's AIDS research budget
for th1s year is about $1.1 billion.
The largest amount- about $458
million goes to the National Institute of Allergy and Infecttous
Diseases, whose director, Anthony
S. Fauc1, now heads the Office of
AIDS Research.
The proposed change, which IS
supported by the Clinton administration, representS a victory by
several AIDS activist groups that
beHevecurrent research efforts are
hampered by duplication, disorganization and a problem in rcc-

Grandville Academy still strong at JCU
Tanya M. Grossn
--=...
e r_ _ _
Features Wnter

The establishment of the
Grandville Academy ofGreater
Cleveland, a non-profit organization held atJCU for minority
high school students has proved
to be successful. Theorganization isheadedbyDr.JohnSoper,
professor of Economics and Finance.
J im Russell, a board of
uustee member,guides thesessions which concur Thursdays
from 6:15p.m. until 8:45 p.m.
By bringing in minority business leaders and entrepreneurs,
Russell said the aim of the
program is to "try to introduce them to capitalism and
business and the vernacular

of the economic and business
world."
The original Grandville Academy was founded in 1982 by Bill
Grandville, Mobile Oil VicePresident. Greater Cleveland's
being the second, there now existS
Lhirt.een of the Academies east of
the Mississippi. Funding comes
from individual businesses, private institutions, and philanthropic
foundations.
Teachers are volunteers who,
according to Russell, "Do more
Lhan instruct but also develop a
relationship with thechildren with
a strong encouragement to further
their education and expose them
to business." Russell added that
he hoped the studentS of today
will become the volunteers and

teachers of tomorrow.
At a recent session, the studentS were entenained by the
plans for a four day trip to a
Philadelphia Grandville
Academy convention on Feb.
18, and also the presence of a
local successful minority electrical engineer. The interested
students born barded the
speaker with intelligentcareeroriented questions for almost a
half an hour.
Not only is the space provided by JCU and the funding
from many sources, but the
Academy also buses the children to and from the class. Best
of all, according to Russell,
"The only criteria for participation is willingness."

ognizing qutckly what new ~im
tific questions are the rnQ5t impooanL
"AIDS is very complicated, and
someone needs to sec that there is
an appropriate balance between
the various fields, such as baste
science, clinical research, drug
discovery, behavioral issues," satd
Mark Harrington, a member of the
New York-based Treatment Action Group, which spearheaded
the proposal to give the AIDS
research office more power.
Many researchers, however ,arc
sleep tical that central planning wtll
produce better science and arc
fearful that a revamped AIDS coordinating office wilJ add a thicker
layer to the NIH bureaucracy and
possibly slow the pace of research.
Furthermore, they argue, the current system has produced an enormous amount of knowledge since
the AIDS epidemic was fJist detected in 1981, and does not warrant tampering with.
The tdca that AIDS research
could benefit from a strategic plan
was fJist mentioned several years
ago in a report by the Institute of
Medicine, an organization similar
to the National Academy of Sciences, which studies medicineand
health policy.
The proposal to route all of
NIH's AIDS research Lhrough a
single office came to the attention
to Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., who wrote it into the Sen-

ate versiOn of the Nl H Revitalization Bill. A House subcommittee
considered a s1milar bill on
Tuesday; an amendment enlargmg the authonty of the Office of
AIDS Rc9.3'ch IS CXJX!Cted 10 be
added as an amendmenL
Under the Senate bill: The
Office of Aids Research would
have a full- time director with no
other responsibilities at NIH and
an advisory council of scientistS
and lay people.
The director of the office, with
help from the council and the heads
of NIH institutes, would formulate a
long-range plan addressing, among
other things, what is the best balance of baste and applied research
and how mtrh should be <bne inside
andou5ideNIH.The plan also would
set research obj:x:uvcs ard an estimate of how moch time and morey
would be nccdcd to meet them.
Neither the head of NIH nor
the secretary of Health and Human Serv1ces could alter the AIDS
budget request, wiOCh would go directly from the AIDS res::arch office
to the president. The final ap(X'O~would be disbursed to NIH
institutes by the director of the
AIDS research officc,accading ro
the~cpm

If NIH's total AIDS budget
rises,thedirectaofthcAIDSresearch
coulduse25perccntof the increase
to JXlY foremergC21Cy ~h or help
fill gaps in CXJSLing programs.

ATTENTION: MILLOR ORATOR
INFORMATION
The Millor Orator speaks as the representati"'1e for the
Graduating Class at Commencement.
Applications will be sen~ to each Senior
and also may be obtained in the
Dean of Students Office
by Friday, March 19.

The Millor orator must be
graduating in May.
If you have any question, contact either:

Lisa Heckman
Director of Student Activities
Student Life Office
OR

John Hogan
321-8587

---·
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~"Road

to Canton" begins

Women charge
into semis after
topping Mount

Bufford steals
JCU 's upset
over Capital

Lana Durban

Brennan M. Lafferty

ASSistant Sports Edtor

Sports Editor

Despiteaveragingjust 2.3 ppg.
during the regular season, senior
Beth Arrowsmith provided timely
points and rebounds which keyed
the Blue Streaks' 69-59 comeback
victory over Mt. Union Tuesday.
Arrowsmith, a four year
letterwinner, has battled mono and
inconsistent playing time this
season.
However she came off the
beflch to score a double-double,
11 points and 10 rebounds, to go
along with three blocked shots.
"I knew this time would come,
and by not giving up I was ready,"
Arrowsmith said. "It shows that I
cared enough about this team to
Stay with il"
Junior Cindy Shwnaker added
a game high 22 points and 12
rebounds as JCU moved on to the
semi-final game against Capital.
TheBiueStreaks'69-68loss to
the Crusaders last week could be
the shot of motivation which carries the team straight to the Ohio
Athletic Conference title game.
"Saturday was the frrst time
we've ever challenged Capital on

Revenge is swecL
Blue Streak junior guard John
Bufford's steal off Todd Fox with
eight seconds left in the contest at
Columbus sealed Carroll's 75-71
upset victory of the Capital Crusaders.
The Crusaders, who were
ranked third in the Ohio Athletic
Conference tournament, had
beaten the Streaks twice this season, and as early as last Saturday
at Carroll Gym.
Bufford led the way for the
sixth ranked Streaks with 22
points and several key rebounds
down the stretch. The junior
guard also displayed why he is the
OAC's leader in steals with his
last second heroics.
The victory was the first post
season win for the Blue Streaks
since joining the OAC four years
ago.
But the turning point in this
contest was the play of the John
Carroll big men, center Keith
Hocevar and forward Shannon
Vickers. The Blue Streak post
players held Capital center Blaine
Roush, the OAC's founh leading,
scoring in check for most of the
game.
Roush did contribute 23 points
to his team, but the Streaks did not
let the center dominate the game
as he had in the last two contests.

Buses to Canton
Check the JCU Athletic
Department and/or Chris
Wenzler for departure times
and other info if either team
advances.
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their court," head coach Roxanne
Allen said. "Now our desire is
there and the fatigue is not"
JCU actually led by one with
under a minute to play, but a
putback by Carmen Ellis with three
seconds left proved to be the game
winning shot
The tandem of Sandy
Buddelmeyer and Laura
Schmelzer combined to score 50
of Capital's 69 total points.
In addition, the duo au.empted
27 of the Crusaders' 33 free
throws, while theentireJCU team
only shot14 from the charity stripe.
Shumaker and sophomore
Darlene Sheehan led the Streaks
with 22 points each. Shumaker
added four assists, three blocked
shots and three steals.
"We got great defense and
overall support from our bench,"
Allen said. "But if we are going to
be successful we need to be able to
count on our depth for some
points."

Beware:
here comes
March
madness
James P. Cahill, Jr.
ASSIStant Sports Editor

Winter sports fans have gotten their wish with the recent
snow and cold that has invaded
the greater Cleveland area and
surrounding stateS. There seems

commentary

While the Streaks lead for most
of the way, the outside shooting of
Todd Fox. 26 points, and Chad
Young, eight points, pulled Capital ahead in the later portion of the
second half.
Yet the Streaks fought back
behind a tight full court press and
crucial foul shots by Vickers and
Bufford.
In an interview, head coach
Mike Moran credited his team for
their ability to come back.
"We hit some key free throws,"
said Moran. "I'm so proud of our
kids for keeping their composure
after falling behind."
With the win, Carroll is headed
for a semi-final contest against
either the second ranked Hiram
Terriers or the seventh ranked
Heidelberg Student Princes.
Hiram has beat Carroll both times
this year, once by 20 and another
by 10 points. The Streaks have
split their season series with Heidelberg.

Harriers second at Greater Cleveland meet
Mark Downie
Sports Wnter

Last week, the John Carroll
University indoor track teams
traveled to Baldwin-Wallace
College with what head coach
Grove Jewett labeled "an excellent
performance."
The Streaks captured the run-

DUQUESNE
_...,.~

ner-up position in the Greater Senior Lauri Kranstuber said
Cleveland Colleges Champion- coach Jeweu was a big motivator
ship. Carroll finished ahead of when asked about her part in helpOberlin, Case Western Reserve, ing to set a school record with a
and Hiram, while the host Yellow 417.79 in the4 x 400.
Jackets took top honors.
Danielle Sluga overlooked her
While overall performance best in the 1000 meter and 5000
ranked second, individual perfor- meter to say, "the team looks
mancccould not have been better. strong for the conference meeL"
Teammate Gretchen Schultz no
UNIVERSITY
longer holds just the school's 400
meter record, but added another in
the 800 meter with a time of
225.55. Schultz commented, "I've
been aiming to break iL"
On the men's team, senior Ed
Koontz fmished in a strong second
place in the 1500 meter and fourth
place in the 5000 meter. Along
with the team, Koontz is preparing
for the conference meet and with-

MAKE A SPLASH - TAKE A CLASS!
DUQUESNE'S 1993 SUMMER SCHEDULE OFFERS:
•TRANSFERABLE COURSES•
•STARTDATES MAYTHRUJULY•
• ACCELERATED SESSIONS•
Ask about our wick variety ofScience Courses,

Language Courses, and Trips!
Registration is EASY by FAX, phone, mail, or in person
INTERESTED?
CALL 1-800-283-3853
for your complete

-cl

SU~R1993~0RMATIONPACKAGE

out having to deal with the 1500
meter feels that he will have a
"better shot at placing higher because I'll be fresher for the race."
Perhaps the brightest moment
in the contest deals with Thea
Consler. Consler's recordbreaking time of 8.95 in the 55
meter high hurdles is just fourtenths of a second away from the
automatic qualifying time for the
NCAA finals. Consler said, "the
BW National qualifier next to me
pushed me along."
The future looks bright for the
Blue Streak traCk team. While
Koontz feels that the freshmen are
a "great addition," Kranstuber
says, "team spirit (is) the driving
force in the upcoming OAC
Championship."

LENTEN SERVICES
SCHEDULE
3/3 Communal Healing
Service - 10 P.M.
"By His wounds we are healed."
3/24 Stations of the Cross- 10 P.M.
3/31 Penance Service - 10 P.M.

ALL IN ST. FRANCIS CHAPEL

to be plenty of snow for every·
one to shovel or die doing the
chore.
But. alas, Valentine's Day
has passed, President's Day has
come and gone, and the month
of February is (mercifully)
coming to a close.
March Madness is 1moclcin' !
A sports lovers smorgasbord
is on tap here ut John Carroll
and on television.
There will be some splishin'
and splashin' going on in the
Johnson Natatorium this weekend as John Carroll sts the
OAC Swimming ana Diving
Championships. Seve•..J tankers are seeking championship
berths in the NCAA Div. Ill
National Championships.
Also preparing for another
assault on theOAC Championship is the John Carroll wrestling team. Lead by Walt Karrenbauer, Mike Gillmor, Dale
Kaprosy, Ken Cardarnan, and a
slew of others, the team will be
making a run at their third OAC
Championship. Saturday the
team will invade Capital University in order to retain their
number one position.
For most people, March
Madness means basketball.
"The Road to the Final Four."
Here at John Carroll our bask~ballteams~em~gon

a quest to make it to the Division
Ill's version of the Final Four.
Making it there will not be easy.
The men's team is trying to
find consistency and learn how
to hang on to a lead late in the
game. Carroll was on its way to
having a good year with the
ever improving play of John
Bufford and Shannon Vickers,
but with the addition of Scott
Ramey and Keith Hocevar, and
the emergenc<~ of other key
players, the S1Ieaks could be
the surprise team in the OAC.
Fatigue seems to have set in
in the recent weeks for the
women's basketball team.
Turnovers have plagued the
women. Saturday 's game may
have served as a much needed
adrenaline boost Adrenaline or
no~ if the Streaks do not take
care of the ball then they can
take out the skis.
For the basketball aficionado games can be found due·
ing the week on ESPN and
Sports Channel, and on the
major networks during the
weekend.
In other words, March is
1mockin • and I think you better
let it in, and enjoy its madness.
HA-HA-HA-.HA!
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Greeks & Clubs-raise a cool
$1,000 in just one week:! Plus
$1000 for the member who calls!
And a free Igloo Cooler if you
qualify. Call l -800-932-0528,
Ext. 65.

Help wanted. Dialamerica,
nation's largest telemarketing
firm needs communicators to
work 9AM-1PM, 5 :30PM9:30PM, 6PM-10PM, 9PM- 1 - - - -- - -- - - - 1
12AM. Flexible scheduling for Cruise Ships now hiring. Earn
interview. Call 333-3367.
$2,000+/month ·+world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean,
Sitters needed part/full time. etc.) Holiday, Summer and career
Must have a car and references. employment available. No
experience necessary. For
A choice nanny. 831-6123
1 - - - - - - - - - - - t employmentprogramcalll-206Greeks & Clubs-$1000an hour! 634-0468 ext. C5556.
Each member of your frat, 1 - - -- - - - - - - - ---1
sorority, team, club, etc. pitches Models needed for advanced
in just one hour and your group haircutting classes. Call Susan at
can raise $1000 in just a few 381-9660. Mon. and Wed. 12-5.
days! Plus a chance to earn 1 - - - - - - - - - - $1000 for yourself! No cost, No Cruise Ship employment now
obi igation. 1-800-932-0528, hiring students. $300/$900
ext. 65
weelcly. Summer/Full time. Tour
1-- -- - - - - - - - - ; guides, Gift Shop Sales, Deck
Max & Ermas Administrative Hands, Bartenders, Casino
Assistant Fast-paced, exciting Dealers, Etc. World travel to
restaurant seeks motivated, self- Caribbean, Alaska, Europe,
starter to fill the position of Hawaii. No experience necessary.
Administrative Assistant. Call 1-602-680-0323 Ext. 23.
Responsibilities will include
Personals
payroll supervtston and
maintenance of all sales and Megs - Hope you had a Happy Fat
accounting records. The right Snow Tuesday. Dinner with
candidate will have restaurant Channy? Next week: maybe.
experience and ,will be able to Raspberry Mocha? Call me...
work: independently. Some 1 - - -- -- - - - ----1
computer experience required. One Hour Lady - I'll fmish that
This is an hourly position. sentence for you soon ... unless you
Qualified applicants should fmish the sentence for me (I won't
apply in person. 9am-6pm Moo- argue, naturally).
Sat at the Sheraton-Cleveland 1-- - - -- -- - - -- l
City Centre, TI7 St. Clair Ave. Way out of control-2 weelcs, 2
months, Cash and Storm in Wyo.
(East Ninth & St Clair)

ve you seen this one?
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Carroll Gets Ready To Rumble, OAC Style
Five Blue Streak
wrestlers set to defend
conference titles
MikeWarbel
Sports Wrltet"

They are healthy, and according to head coach Kerry
Volkmann, the Blue Streak grapplers are ready to threepeat at the OAC championships this weekend. The Streaks
travel to Capital on Saturday as two time defending
champions and with five individual champs returning from
last year. "I don't think we're the clear-cut favorite, but I
think we'd have to be labeled one of the favorites on the
strength of five returning champs," predicted Volkmann.
The five returners have been the strength of JCU's
roster throughout
the season. They
have been able to
dominate
the
middle weight
classes despite
scattered injuries
to each. Among
them is junior 158
pound
C hris
Connelly who has
amassed the top
record for the
Streaks this year at
21-6 and defending 150 pound national champion Mike Gillmorwho is 174. Also coming back with high expectations are 126 pound
Walt Karrenbauer, 16-8; 142 pound Ken Cardaman, 18-8;
and 167 pound Dale Kaprosy, 14-5.
"My expectations for those fellas are of course very
high," said Volkmann. "We can't get it done with five

people, though. The
other five have to step in
and wrestle a good tournament as well. That'll
be the test, how the
whole team reacts."
Rounding out the team
are the five Streaks J.J.
Husczco (1 18), Scott
Eisenman (134), Jamie
Hogue ( 177), Sean
Pellerite (190) and Matt
Clapper (HVY). These
Streaks will all be competing in their first conference championship.
Gillmor said in refDefending national champ
erence to his injury, "My
title thiS Weekend.
conditioning might not
be where I'd like it to be
at this point in the season, but my ability is back to 100
percent. I expect to win this weekend. We're still looking
to win the OACs again."
Injured or not, the competition will be out for the
Streaks this weekend. JCU has dominated the OAC since
entering in 1989 and ran away with last year's tournament.
Carroll fmished with 140.75 points and seven champions
with Mount Union being their closest foe at 86.50 points.
Look for the top competition for the Streaks to be at the
150 through 167 pound classes.
"Some of the more talented people we've seen have
been in those classes," commented Volkmann.
With Gillmor at 150 will be Baldwin-Wallace senior
Mike Durkalee, 23-7 this year, and Ohio Northern freshman Rick Mokros who has compiled a 27-7 slate. "The
guys from Ohio Northern and B Ware both tough kids, but
I expect to win," stated Gillmor.
At 167, Kaprosy could again meet ONU senior Marvin

Mike Glllmor (on right) begins his trek for a second
·pbooo by David 1.iam Kyle:."""""'>' JCU opo11> info.

Beverly for the championship as the Streak senior did last
season. Beverly is 21-6 this season. They will also be
pushed by B-W senior Ray Sigworth who is 25-7 on the
year.
In the 126 class, Karrenbauer may also grapple a rematch
for the title with last year's runner-up Charlie Simpson, 9 8. "The kid from Mount Union (Simpson), he's not too
bad. But to win, that's the only thing. I won't really be
satisfied with anything else," K.arrenbauer said.
ScouEisenman may have the best chance at being a new
champion for Carroll. He will be wrestling in the wide
open 134 pound class.
Volkmann expects K.arrenbauer, Cardaman, Gillmor,
Connelly and Kaprosy to all secure top seeds at Friday's
coach's meetings, giving them first round byes.
Winners this weekend go on to nationals, so it's all on
the line at Capital. Prelims begin Saturday morning at ten
with the fmals tentatively slated for three in the afternoon.

Opposition w ill again

struggle to·compete with
Streak swimmers
Jocquenne St. Marie
Sports Writer

The men and women's swim
team try for a fourth consecutive
Blue Streak title sweep this weekend in the Ohio Athletic Conference championship.
Last year John Carroll swimmers and divers were able to
capture 18 of the 30 individual
events at the OAC championship.
This year, 15 of those 18
champions will be back to defend
their titles, making John Carroll
the favorite to win what would be
its fourth consecutive title.
"OACs are the most exciting
and fun meet of the year because
everyone comes together and everyone cheers for everyone else,"
said sophomore Molly Zin.k:and.
The action takes place at John
Carroll's Johnson Natatorium

February 25- 27.
Five teams including Hiram,
Baldwin-Wallace, Ohio Northern,
Mount Union, and John Carroll
will be competing. The meet is
divided into six sessions. All
swimmers will compete Thursday
morning. The top 12 who qualify
in each event will then swim later
that night The same schedule
holds for Friday and Saturday.
"BW has almost as much depth
as we do and they have as fast
swimmers so they will be our
toughest competition," sophomore
Sara Mitchell said.
To prepare, the swimmers have
been going through a tapering
period. The practices are less
extensive, allowing the swimmers to rest
"The idea is that the swimmers
swim much faster after resting for

Diver Lisa Lombardi is favored in both div
a short period of time," coach Matt
Lenhart said.
The strong events to look for
this weekend include the women's
200 IM and all women's free style
and breast stroke events. The relay events are the highlight for the
men's team.
Junior Sean Flaherty, the 1991
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and '92 champion in the 3-meter
diving ~~vent and junior Lisa
Lombardi, a top three finisher in
both the one- and three-meter diving events, will be the people to
watch in the diving portion of the
competition.
Defending national champ,
junior Joe Turi is expected to re-

tum to defend his title, in the 100yard breast.
Other John Carroll Blue
Streaks, including sophomore
Ashley Maurer, freshman Roslyn
Valentino, sophomore Jim
Petkunas, and the men's 200 and
400 medley, among others, are
favored.

• Employment Opportunities Available •

INTRODUCING
BURGER KING·s
JOHN CARROLL STUDENT
MEAL OF THE WEEK
A Obi. CheeseburgeL sm. fries, and sm. drink only

$1.99

Please present JCU student ID to cashier ror discount. Not valid with
other dtscounts or offers. Good at 1410 I Cedar Rood location onl .

